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Introduction.
I present here m y Ph.D. Thesis.
It consists o f th ree  articles, a n d  o f a  fina l chap te r, m ainly consisting of 
com plem en ts, an d  sca tte red  considerations.
The m a in  subject o f this Thesis is th e  study o f ha rm onic maps from 
c o m p a c t  R iem ann su rfa ces  in to  u n ita ry  g ro u p s , a n d  various 
generalisations and  re la ted  subjects. Harm onic maps are  critical points of 
th e  ene rgy  functiona l. In th e  case w e  a re  considering , th e  associated 
E u ler-Lagrange e q u a tio n s  a re  p a rticu la rly  s im ple, b eca use  o f the  
c o n fo rm a l in va riance  o f th e  ene rgy  fo r m aps from  surfaces, wh ich 
em phasizes the  role o f th e  com plex structure, and  o f th e  simplicity o f the 
ta rg e t m anifold. Another im portant fea tu re  is th a t the  non-linear equations 
a re  re p resen tab le  as O -curvature cond itions  fo r fam ilies (loops) o f 
connections. This is th e  ellip tic version o f a  phenom enon w h ich  is typ ica l of 
a  class o f  evo lu tion  equations, w here  it induces soliton behaviour, and 
co m p le te  in tegrability.ln this e llip tic  situation, this representation (due to 
Zakharov e t  al.) allows us to  substitute a lgebra ic  geom etry  to  analysis, in 
th e  descrip tion o f th e  solutions.
The first pa rt o f this Thesis is th e  a rtic le  'O n  the  energy spectrum  o f 
ha rm on ic  2-spheres in unitary groups*, w h ich  has ap p e a re d  in ’Topology* 
Vol.27, No.2, 1988.. bu t it dates b a ck  to  O ctobe r 1985. It is abo u t harmonic 
m aps from  the  Riemann sphere in th e  unitary g roup  U(N). A  holom orphic 
m a p  from  S2 (considered w ith  its s tandard com plex structure) in to some
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com p le x  G rassm annian m a n ifo ld  Gk(CN), v ia  th e  C a rtan  e m b edd ing  
Gk(CN)—> U(N) (w h ich  m aps a  com p lex  subspace a  o f ffN in to  l-2 p  e 
U(N), w here p  is the  herm itian p ro jection  on to  a ) is a  special case o f such 
a  harm onic m ap. M ore genera lly, using th e  O-curvature representation, 
Uhlenbeck h a d  described every harm onic m a p  fiS2—>U(N) as a  finite 
p ro d u c t o f (essentially holom orphic ) maps in to  com plex Grassmannians, 
th e  so ca lled  'unitons*:
f= fb (l-2 p ,) ....... (l-2pk). f0 eU (N )
M oreover, she ha d  associa ted to  any  harm onic m a p  ftS2—>U(N) a 
ho lom orph ic  m a p  (ca lle d  e x te n d e d  solution) G(X) from  th e  Riemann 
sphere in to  th e  g roup  o f based  loops 3  U(N); so th a t to  e a c h  uniton 
corresponded a  m a p  in to th e  1-param e te r subgroups o f U(N), a n d  the 
factorization o f the  original harm onic m ap corresponded to  factorising the 
ex tended solution in to m onomials in the  loop va riab le  X.
G(X) -  G0(X ) exp d tp ]) ......... exp(itpk)
w ith G (- l)  = f, X = expdt), an d  G o a  )eQU(N).
H aving p rev ious ly  re m a rke d  th a t  th e  to p o lo g ic a l d e g re e  o f 
Uhlenbeck's ex tended  solution is a  constant m ultip le  o f th e  energy of 
th e  orig inal m a p  ( c f. c h a p te r 4 in this Thesis ), so th a t th e  energy o f 
harm onic m aps S2— >U(N) is ‘a  priori* quantized, here w e  p rove  tha t,
g iven  any  harm onic m a p  S2— >U(N). any  tim e  w e  p ro d u c e  a  new 
harm onic m ap, fac to ring  ou t (or add ing , in Uhlenbeck's term inology) a 
un iton , th e  ene rgy  decreases by th e  d e g re e  o f th e  a d d e d  unlton. 
M oreover, it is always possible to  a d d  unitons so th a t th e  new  harm onic
m a p  has strictly sm aller energy. To prove  this, w e  use the  well-know n 
B irkhoff-Grothendieck theorem  on ho lom orph ic  v e c to r bundles over S2 , 
to  find  an  app rop ria te  subbundle w ith  positive 1st Chem  class.
In this w ay .starting from  any harm onic m a p  fiS2—>U(N), w e  ca n  reach 
th e  simplest possible solution, a  O-energy constan t m ap, a fte r a  fin ite  
num ber o f steps: an d  go ing  backw ards, w e  have  found  a  new, a lgebro- 
geom etric  proof o f Uhlenbeck's factoriza tion  theorem .
The 2nd an d  3rd a rtic le  in this Thesis a re  essentially a ttem p ts  to  
gen e ra lise  th e  m e th o d  a n d  results a b o v e . The sim plest possible 
gen e ra liza tion  im a g in a b le , is to  substitu te o th e r c o m p a c t Riemann 
surfaces fo r th e  R iem ann Sphere. Unfortunate ly, w h ile  th e  O-curvature 
representation, be ing loca l, still holds, the  factorisation into unitons does not 
ho ld  anym ore. The m ain  reason is th a t there is no  ana logue  o f the  Birkhoff- 
G ro thend ieck  d eco m po s ition  theorem  fo r ho lom orph ic  ve c to r bundles 
over Riemann surfaces o f h igher genus; a n d  m oreover the  negativ ity o f 
th e  1st Chern class o f  th e  ta n g e n t bun d le  o f th e  surface doesn't a llow  
enough unitons to  exist.
The second p a rt o f  this Thesis is th e  a rtic le  Harm onic gauges on 
Riemann surfaces a n d  stab le  bundles*, to  a p p e a r in 'Annales Institute 
Henri Poincare“: Analyse non lineaire*.
Starting from th e  remark th a t a  harm onic m ap  from  a  m anifold M into 
U(N) m ay b e  cons idered  as a n  e lem ent o f th e  'g a u g e  group* (in the  
physicists’ term inology) o f unitary automorphisms o f th e  trivial CN-bundle 
over M, w e  try to  generalise the  m ethod an d  th e  results o f the 1st artic le  to
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th e  case o f 'h a rm o n ic ' e lem ents o f th e  g a u g e  group o f a  herm itian 
com p lex  vec to r bun d le  V over a  c o m p a c t Riemann surface.The gau ge  
g roup  acts  on  th e  space  o f conn ections  on  V, and  w e  consider th e  
energy func tiona l on  the  g a u g e  group, in d u ce d , o nce  w e  choose a 
base po in t in th e  a ffine  sp a ce  o f co n n e c tio n s  A  , by  th e  natura l, 
con fo rm a lly  invarian t L2 d is ta n ce  in th is space . A llow ing th e  base 
co nn ec tion  to  vary, w e  finish u p  w ith  considering pairs o f connections 
‘harm onic one w ith respect to  th e  other'. Limiting ourselves to  the  case o f 
connections w ith centra l curvature, w e  g e t the  system o f equations:
*(F(A) + 1/2 (4>,<D) ) *  -2ijiuCV)
dA <D = 0 d A (•<!>) = 0
where A is a  unitary con n e c tio n  on  V. o f curvature F(A); jx(V) ■ 
C](V)/rk(V) is the  normalised 1st Chem  class o f V; and <D lies in the  vector 
space , on  w h ich  th e  space o f connections is m odelled. These equations. 
On th e  case n=0), are  restrictions o f Yang-Mills equation  with signature C++-) 
on conform ally fla t 4-manifolds.
The results w e  ge t generalize a n d  clarify those in the  1st article.
i) It is possible to  use unitons to  g e n e ra te  solutions o f (•): unitons 
are ^-ho lom orph ic , <DZ-invariant subbundles.
ii) O n S2. e a c h  solution o f (*) is a  fin ite  p roduct o f unitons: therefore 
th e  energy 2 1012 o f a  solution (A.O) is an  in tegral multiple o f 1/8*.
(ii) O n genera l Riemann surfaces, it is possible to  fa c to r ou t unitons, 
o b ta in ing  solutions w ith  smaller energy, as long as th e  pair (A,<D) is not 
semistable, in the  sense o f Hitchin (c f. references a t the  end o f the  article).
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OH) Unitons a re  c ritica l po in ts o f  th e  energy Hessian, restricted to  a 
specia l class o f varia tion : ene rgy-decreas ing  unitons g e n e ra te  energy 
decreasing variations. Therefore th e re  is a  connections be tw e e n  Morse 
stability, and stability in a  a lgebro  - geom etric  sense.
The third article in this Thesis: 'S o m e  remarks a b o u t geodesics in gauge  
groups and  harm onic maps* will a p p e a r  in ‘Journa l o f G eom etry  and 
Physics*. It consists m ainly o f e xa m p le s  and remarks, rather th a n  dee p  
theorems.
As before, w e  choose a  un ita ry  conn ection  A  on  a  herm itian vec to r 
bund le  V over a  Riemannian m a n ifo ld  M; and this induces a  Riemannian 
(pseudo)-m etric on th e  associa ted g a u g e  group § : this m etric, w h ich  is 
right-invariant, bu t no t bi-invariant is th e  pull-back o f th e  L2 m etric  on  the 
space  o f connections A  . v ia  th e  m a p  5“ > A  g l —:> g .A . It is positive 
defin ite  iff the  conn ection  A is irreduc ib le ; otherwise it is only semipositive 
definite.
If t  I - >  g t is a  pa th  in 5 a n d  F =  g  'g '1 , then g t is a  geodesic  if and 
only if:
d/dt (A aF) + [ A/\F, F ] = 0
Here w e  p rove  ex is tence  a n d  uniqueness o f  solutions fo r  th e  
associated C auchy problem  (in th e  c a se  the co nn ec tion  A  is irreducible), 
an d  w e  show the existence o f conse rved  quantities.
W e then  g ive  tw o  exam ple  o f  geodesics in a  g a u g e  g roup , m ore 
conn ected  w ith the  m aterial in th e  o th e r chapters o f this Thesis.
The first exam p le . In §7. c o n n e c ts  harm on ic  m aps from  M in to 
G rassm annlan m an ifo lds  (a n d  its tw is ted  a n a lo g u e  o f 'h a rm o n ic
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subbund les ' o f the  g iven  bundle V over M) w ith  ’stationary* geodesics of 
th e  associated gau g e  group. Because th e  m etric o n  5 is no t bi-invariant, 
n o t  a n y  1-pa ram e te r subgroup o f  Q is a  geo des ic . Those w h ich  are 
geodes ics  are ’ stationary* solutions (i.e. bo th  the  2 terms in the  geodesic 
e q u a tio n  above  a re  0). In p a rticu la r, to  e a c h  subb und le  a  c  V, w e 
associa te , as usual, th e  herm itian p ro jec to r opera tor p , the  elem ent of the 
g a u g e  group l-2p , a n d  th e  one-pa ram ete r subgroup o f  $, ♦ I - >  exp(itp). 
T h e n  l-2 p  e § is ha rm onic (o r, in o the r words, th e  subbund le  a  is 
h a rm o n ic )  if a n d  on ly  if th e  a ssoc ia ted  1-p a ra m e te r subgroup is a 
(s ta tionary) geodesic o f th e  gau g e  group.
Le t us consider a n  ana logy; if w e  end ow  SO(3) w ith  a  right- bu t not bi­
in va ria n t Riemannian m etric, then th e  geodesics describe  th e  m otion o f a 
rig id  b o d y  with a fixed po in t in IR3. The stationary geodesics are those 1- 
p a ra m e te r subgroups o f  SO(3), w h ich  describe pure rotations around one 
o f  th e  three main axes o f inertia o f th e  body.
In  §8 w e show a  second  exa m p le  o f geodesics in g a u g e  groups: 
U h lenbeck's ex tended  solutions, describ ed  above . Indeed , a  m ap from 
a  m a n ifo ld  M in to th e  lo op  group QU(N) m ay b e  seen as a  lo op  in the 
s p a c e  o f unitary automorphisms o f th e  trivial com p le x  CN-bundle over M; 
th e re fo re  the construction  in th e  p a p e r  by U h lenbeck. and  its twisted 
genera lisa tion  in th e  fourth  c h a p te r  in this Thesis, p rov id e  loops in the 
g a u g e  groups o f co m p le x  bundles over R iem ann surfaces; here we 
p ro v e  th a t they are  geodesics.
F inally, w e  w o n d e r if th e  g e o d e s ic  eq u a tio n s  w e  describe  are
■completely In teg rab le ' (in the  Ham iltonian sense), as in m any cases o f 
geodesics in fin ite  dimensional Lie Groups.
The fina l c h a p te r  o f this Thesis is m ean t to  b e  a  com p le m en t to  the 
articles; it m a in ly  consists o f considerations a n d  various m inor results on 
re la ted subjects, w h ich  w ere  no t im portant or com p le te  enough to  justify 
in depend en t pub lica tion .
For exam p le , w e  q u o te  the  basic facts  a b o u t th e  geom etry  o f th e  
loop  g roup  QU(N); w e  show (w ithou t p roo f) th e  gen e ra to r o f th e  1st 
c o h o m o lo g y  g ro u p  o f th e  g a u g e  groups ove r R iem ann surfaces; w e  
show th a t U h lenbeck's fac to risa tion  is ene rgy  decreasing ; w e  try to  
deco m po se  ge n e ra l ho lom orph ic  m aps S2 --> iiU (N ) (  w h ich  a re  in 1-1 
c o rre sp o n d e n ce  w ith  instantons over ir4 . b y  w ork o f  A tiya h  a n d  
D onaldson) in to  p ro d u c t o f unitons, w ith  on ly  pa rtia l success; an d  w e 
m ake som e remarks on  th e  possible existence o f a  m odu li space  o f 
solutions o f th e  system o f equations (•), or, m ore  particularly, o f harm onic 
maps from  a  c o m p a c t Riemann surface into th e  unitary group.
A b ou t this last p roblem , w e  don* t  even know  the  possible dimension o f 
such a  space , if it exists; a n d  even  recent, a n d  qu ite  re fined, work by 
Hitchin (on ha rm on ic  maps from  th e  2-torus in to  SU(2)) doesn't seem to  
help.
The re a d e r w ill f ind  repetitions, a n d  som e c h a n g e  o f  no tations 
be tw e e n  th e  d iffe ren t parts o f this Thesis. This is due to  the ir essential 
independence , a n d  to  the  fa c t tha t they were written in d ifferent times. We 
ask the  reader to  forg ive us.
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In pa rticu la r, som e m ate ria l co n ce rn in g  th e  varia tiona l origin o f th e  
system o f equations (•), a n d  its O-curvature representation is present in 
bo th  th e  second an d  third parts. This m ay  b e  used, toge the r w ith  som e 
part o f th e  last chap ter, to  com p lem en t th e  first article, w h ich  doesn’t  trea t 
these subjects, beca use  it is m ain ly c o n ce rn e d  w ith  th e  p roo f o f th e  
factorization theorem , and  it refers for the  rest to  th e  artic le  by Uhlenbeck.
A ckn o w le d g e m e n ts .  Several ackno w le dgem en ts  are  d istribu ted a t 
the  end o f th e  articles. In particu lar, I w o u ld  like to  thank here: Mrs Sharon 
Laurenti (I.C.T.P. Trieste): th e  1st a rtic le  was ty p e d  on a  w ord  processor I 
had  b o rrow ed  from  her; a n d  m y supervisor Jim Eells, fo r m any useful 
advices, b u t especia lly for th e  c o m p le te  free dom  in w h ich  I've a lw ays 
been a llow ed  to  work.
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In troduction  .
In [61 and in  [1 1) a recursive procedure was given to produce harmonic 
maps from the Riemann sphere in to the unitary group. This procedure, 
(called ‘ adding a uniton" by K.Uhlenbeck), consisted in the m ultip lica tion  
by maps, associated w ith  holomorphic vector bundles over S2, the 
“unitons’ Xcf. § s 1 ,2 ,3 )
Here we show how adding a uniton makes the energy decrease by 8 tt 
the 1st Chern c lass of the added uniton.(cf. § 4)
Using as m ain tool a Birkhoff-Grothendieck decomposition for 
holomorphic ve c to r bundles over S2, (already used in [71), we get as easy 
corollaries, in §  5 :
( i)  a s lig h t ly  different version of a factoriza tion  theorem, due to 
K Uhlenbeck, o f harmonic maps S2 —» U(N) in to f in ite  products of unitons,
( i i)  the in te g ra lity , modulo 8 tt, o f the energy of such maps.
The above re su lts  are proved valid in the case of maps w ith  values in 
SU(N) (fo r Ni3 ) and in the complex Grassmannian as w e ll
Acknowledgements We w ish to thank K.Uhlenbeck, fo r perm itting us to 
use some o f her s t i l l  unpublished m aterial; J.Eells, JRewnsley, 
FEBurstall, J.C Wood, (conversations w ith  them were fundamental for
7working out the results ); more particu larly, James Eells, fo r  his constant 
encouragement; and the Un iversity of Warwick, fo r  the excellent 
mathematical atmosphere.
Note. We have preferred to be quite sketchy in the exposition of the 
non-original parts, in order not to make th is  paper too long, w ith  respect 
to the few new ideas actually involved. In particular, we have avoided the 
use of loop group machinery; i t  actually provides the m otivation to 
everything, but it 's  not necessary fo r  a self-contained exposition.
The reader may find deta ils in |8] and in (131 (cf. also (11,(11))
Further developments We wish to draw the attention o f the reader to 
more recent work in th is  area by J.Wolfson ((14)), on harmonic maps from 
Riemann surfaces in to Grassmannians, and by F.Burstall &  J.Rawnsley 
((13)), generalizing our methods and results to a certa in class of Lie 
groups.
§ 1 Harmonic mops
Let S2= CP1 be the 2-sphere, equipped w ith  the standard Riemannian
metric.
Let G = U(N) be the unitary group in N dimensions (N>2), w ith  its  
b i-invariant Riemannian m etric, induced, via le ft  translation , by the inner 
product (A,B)= Tr AB* on its  Lie algebra g =  u(N) of skew-herm itian 
NxN matrices.
We w i l l  study the enerou functional
( I )
on the space of smooth maps f: S2 —» U(N),
The c r it ic a l maps fo r the energy functional are called harmonic
For any given mop f, we define A *  l / 2 f - , d f os 1/2 the pull-bock of 
the Mourer-Carton form  of U(N); then we hove:
E(f) = 2 i  2 (A,A)
'  S
where the inner product is  token on ^ •T * (S 2); ond f  is  hormonic i f  ond 
only i f  the fo llow ing version o fthe  Euler-Lagrange equations fo rE  is valid: 
d*A=0
From now on, we shall look at S2 as S2= C U { ° ° } ,  using standard fla t 
complex coordinates on C, fo r  a ll the computations.This w ill work well 
because of the conformal invariance of the energy integral (1).
With these conventions, i f  f: S2 —>U(N), and A r  1/2 r ,df=Azdz^A2d?, 
w ith -A ? = aJ  then we have
E<0 = 2 } s2(A,A)= -8  J cT r(A j Af) (2 )
The Euler-Lagrange equations fo r f, together w ith  the f-pu ll-back of 
the Maurer-Cartan equation on U(N), are equivalent to  the equation:
8AZ + [Af ,Az]  = 0 (3)
or to its  complex conjugate:
dA? + [A2,A?] = 0 (4)
where d = d /d z  d = d /d z  denote derivation operators on C.
§ 2 p i g Grossm opnl onT
Let us consider, on U(N), the involution s —>s_1. Its  fixed set:
GR(N)={ st U (N )ls2=l } = { s<U(N)Is=s* ) ,
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consisting o f un ita ry  herm itien matrices, w i ll be identified w ith  the 
Grassmannian Ka'hler manifold of complex linear subspaces of CM, via:
S2 =1 i f  and only i f  s = (p -p A)
where p is  the herm itian projection onto a complex subspace b*Cn, and 
PA= l-p  is  the herm itian  projection onto (b)a .
The connected components o f GR(N) are indexed by k=rank a ,each 
component corresponding to the usual Grassmannian Gj,(Cn) of 
k-dimensional planes in CN
The involution s —» -s on GR(N) induces canonical isomorphisms 
Gk(CM)sGM. k(CN) v ia  p - > p A
There is  a canonical 1-1 correspondence between mops f: S2—+GR(N), 
and vector subbundles psS2 xCN, via:
f: S2 —» GR(N) i f  and only i f  f  = (p -  p*)
where p is  the herm itian  projection onto b«S2x Cn; and we have:
f<S2> « I W C N>
We call b the bundle associated w ith  the mao f 
With our conventions, i t  fo llow s that b is  then the bundle associated 
w ith  - f.
Given f = p-pA: S2 —*GR(N), then f  is  holomorphic i f  and only i f  pA3p=0. 
This condition is  equivalent to the holomorphicity of the associated bundle 
8 ; and to the antiholom orphicity o f - f ,  and of fl1.
Given a mop f: S2 —> GR(N), we define the tooolooical degree d (f) of f, 
to be the algebraic degree of the induced map in cohomology:
f *: H ^ G ^ C ^ Z )  ? Z -------- » H2« 2, Z ) ? Z
( i f  f  takes values in Gk(CN)).
Equivalently, i f  ¿5 is  the Kahler form on Gk(CN), normalized so as to be
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the positive generator of H2(Gk(CN), Z ). then we have. 
d(f) = J s 2 f*(«J)
The fo llow ing  result is  w e ll known (see, fo r  example, 13]).
Proposition 1. Let f : S2 —»GR(N).Then we have: 
d(f) = - c,(b)
where c, ( b) is  the 1st Chern class of the bundle e s  S2 xCN, associated
§3 Unitons.
Recursive procedures to generate new harmonic maps, from  Riemann 
surfaces in to  U(N) (or GR(N)),from given ones, have appeared recently in 
lite ra tu re  (cf.(3], (4), (7], (8], [11], (131, 114] ). Here we examine what K. 
Uhlenbeck called "addition of a uniton".
Let f: S2 —>U(N) be a given harmonic map. A =1/2 f ' d f  = A2dz * Ajdz 
(In local conformal coordinates). Let us consider a new map of the form 
f~  = f  (p _pA), w ith  p-pA : S2 —* GR(N). Then we have the follow ing (cf. 
[8]).
Proposition (Uhlenbeck).If the equations
fS*A p  =  0  (5A )
+ A,p ) = 0 (5 8 )
are sa tis fied , then f~  = f  (p-p1) is  harmonic as well. □
The proof of this proposition can be easily obtained by direct 
computation; but its  real meaning lies hidden in the ‘ loop group"
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construction in (8).
Equations (5 ) have a simple geometrical in terpretation. Indeed, (5B) 
means that the bundle p. ? s2 x CN, associated w ith  the map p-p-*-, is 
holomorphic w ith respect to the d + derivative: i f  th is  happens, we say 
then that p is d*Ax - holomorohic
Contracting Azdz, which is  an in va rian ts  defined 1-form  on S2, w ith  
any smooth vector fie ld , we get a smooth section of S2x,$Pe s2xEnd(CN). 
Equation (5A ) means that the bundle p is  invariant under the action of 
any section obtained in th is way: (we say that p is  A.-s ta b le )
Following (8J, we call the above procedure: addition o f the uniton p to 
the map f. In particular, i f  f  is  a constant map, adding a uniton consists in 
the m ultip lica tion  by an holomorphic map in to a Grassmannien,(and any 
such holomorphic map is  harmonic, c f.(5 ]).
Unitons are the basic (holomorphic) objects, because the "adding a 
uniton" procedure generates indeed every hormonic map S2 —> U(N) 
(cf.[8), or corollaries 6 and 6’, in the following).
Remarks:
(1) Subtracting and adding unitons are essentia lly  the same 
procedures; i f  f~ = ffp-p-1) is  obtained adding the uniton p to f, (so that f 
can be regarded as obtained from  t~  by subtraction o f p ), then i t  is 
possible to add the uniton px to f~ , producing -f.
( i i )  I f  f is  a map in to  a Grassmannian GR(N), (i.e., w ith  our notations, 
f:S2 —* U(N), and f2=l ), and f~= fip -p 1) is  obtained adding the uniton p to 
f, then f  has also image contained in the Grassmannian i f  and only i f  
[ f ,p ]= 0
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§4  The energy
Let f: S2 —» U(N) be an harmonic map; le t  f~  = f  (p-pA) be obtained from  
f  by addition of the uniton p ; le t A E p = E(f~) -  E(f) be the energy 
increment in the procedure; and le t c ,(p) be the 1st Chern class of the 
associated bundle p iS 2xC N.
Theorem 2 A E p = -8 f l c,(p).
Note. An analogous of th is formula holds fo r maps in to general real 
compact Lie groups (c f.113J).
Proof.
Because of the conformal invariance o f the energy integral, we can 
work out the computations on a conformal coordinate patch = C, as usual.
If  A~= 1/2 f  1 df~= A^dz ♦ Ajdz then we have:
Az = Az-dp
A j = A j+ a p  (6 )
So:
1/8 E(f~) = - JcTr(Aj A,) * JcTr(dp dp) ♦ /¡.TrOp Aj) - J^TrtdpA,)
t /8  A E p = J c l8pl2 •  J cTr(ap A j) -  J cTr(8p A,)
Integrating by parts, and using equations (3 )  and (4 ),  we get:
1/8 A E p = J c l8pl2 • 2 j c Tr(p [Az.A jl)
Now, because of p ^ = p , we have:
(7 )
lapl2 = lpLapi2* ¡papi2 = ip1 api2 »lap p x l2= ipJ api2 • Kapp1)*!2 =
-  Ip1 api2» Ipr*-5p|2
Using unitons equations (5 ), we get: 
lp-*5pl2 = Ip-1 Aj Pi2 = -Trfp'AjP pAjP1 ) = -Tr(p1AjPA2) =
= -Tr(A-pA2) * TrtpAjpAj) = -T riA jpA,) *Tr(pA-Az) =
* -  TrtAjP pA,) « TrtpAj A,p)
Ip1 Spi2 = Ip A jI2 -  lA jp l2 (B)
But we have:
T rip  |A2,A jl) = T ripA jA j) -  Tr<pAjA2) = TripA, AjP) -  Tr(pAf  A,p) =
= - IpAjI2 * IAzpl2 = - Ip 1 àpi2 (9)
So, substitu ting (8 ) and (9 ) in (7 ), we get:
i /8 AEp = J c (ip^ api2-  ip^ àpi2) (io)
which is  our main formula.
We now want to use the follow ing theorem (cf.(SJ):
Theorem  (Uchnerowicz). Let h: M —» N be a smooth map between 
compact Kahler manifolds.Then the quantity
/„(113'hll2 - lld-hll2) = JMh*(~) ( i i )
(where is  the Kahler form on N, and dh, d"h, denote the holomorphic 
and antiholomorphic d iffe ren tia ls  of h) is  an homotopu invariant of h.
□
The condition fo r  a map (p-px ): S2 —* GR(N) to be holomorphic,(or 
antiholomorphic), is , w ith  our notations, p^dp  = 0  (or pAdp = 0 )  ; 
and we have :
ld(p-p*)i2 = 4idpi2= 16 lapi2 = 16 (ip*api2 » ip-'api2) =
14
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= 8 (lpAdp òzi2 *  Ip1 dp dzl2)
So, the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic d iffe rentia ls  fo r maps 
(p-p^: S2 GR(N) are / 5  p*dp dz, /Fp*5p  dz, on the chosen chart.
Using now proposition 1, and (1 1 ), we conclude:
A E p = -c(k)c,(e)
where C(k) is  a constant, depending only on k = rank p , originated by 
some previous constants, together w ith  the non- in teg ra lity  of the Kahler 
form on Gk(CN), corresponding to our chosen metric.
It is  easy to establish: C(k) = du  fo r  each k, w riting  down explic it 
holomorphic subbundles p c  s2 x CN, and computing both sides of (10). 
(For example, set f= l, N=2, and le t
ft = Kz,v)| v=o (z ,l),  a*C} U {(« ,v)l v=(a,0), e *C U  S2 x C2
be the tautological line bundle, of 1st Chern class = -1 ; then we have:
§ 5 Factorization theorems fo r  harmonic moos.
Our proof of Uhlenbeck's factoriza tion  theorem strongly relies on the 
follow ing, we ll known , theorem (cf. (21, (6)).
Choose now direct sums of copies of p w ith  products S2x Cm).
□
holomorphic vector bundle E over S2 decomposes
as a direct sum of holomorphic line bundles:
Such a (Birkhoff-Grothendieck) decomposition is  not unique; but the
associated Harder -  Narasimhan f ilt ra tio n  is  uniquely defined fo r  any
given E:
Jné2
and i t  is  stable under holomorphic endomorphisms of E. Indeed, each rf* 
is spanned pointw ise by the fam ily of meromorphic sections o f E, of 
d iv isor order > n. □
Proposition 5 Let f:S2 —>U(N) be a non-constant harmonic mop.
Then there ex is ts  a harmonic map f~  = f  (p -px ), obtained by addition 
of a uniton p to f, such that:
( i)  A ep = E(f~) -  E(f) < -8  71;
( i i )  i f  f : S2 —> GR(N), then f~ : S2 - >  GR(N) os well.
Moreover, i t  is  possible to choose f~  in a canonical way, so as to
minimise A E p.
Proof.
( i)  Let us consider A = 1 /2  f _ ,df = Azdz+Ajdz . We must show th a t there 
exists a vector subbundle g c  S2 x CN, Az-stable, d+A^-holomorphic, and 
w ith  positive 1st Chem class.
As remarked in §5, Az does not define on endomorphism of the bundle 
S2 x CN; but fo r every subbundle q «S 2 x C*, /^ (q) is a w e ll defined 
subbundle of S2 x CN, not generally of constant dimension. But, i f  the 
subbundle p is  d+Aj-holomorphic, then, because of equation (3 ) ,  Az(q) is 
¿♦Aj-holomorphic, and w ith  fibers of constant dimension, except at 
isolated points. I t  may be proved (cf. (31, (81, 1101) that, because of the 
holomorphicity condition expressed in (3 ), Az(p) can a c tu a lly  be
completed into a proper d*A2-holomorphic subbundle o f CH, w ith  fibers 
of constant dimension.
If we take as p a line bundle, spanned, except that at isolated points, by 
a meromorphic section s, then, contracting Azdz w ith  a meromorphic 
vector fie ld  v *  0, and applying the result to s, we get a spanning 
meromorphic section fo r \ ( q)  : and its  divisor order, i f  \ ( s ) £ 0 ,  is  at 
least equal to the order of s, *2 , because v has d iv iso r order at least 2 
(c1(T(S2))=+2). We conclude that, i f  p is  a line bundle, and A2( p )^ 0 ,  then 
we have: c , (A^p)) i  c , (p) ♦ 2.
We now consider {Hn}n<2, the Harder-Narasimhan f ilt ra tio n  o f S2 x CN, 
w ith  respect to the complex s truc tu re  induced by d *  A j (cf.l3J). We have. 
Az(Hn) it f * * 2; in particular, each te rm  Hn is  Aj-stable.
We can now choose p s H1 as uni ton; i t  has maximal positive 1st Chern
class.
( ii)  If f 2= l, then, d iffe re n tia tin g , we get:
{f,Az} = 0 = {f,A j}
(where {X,Y> = XY*VX is  the anticommutator).
I t  fo llows that If, d *  A y) = 0; so that f  defines a holomorphic, unitary 
endomorphism of S2 x CN; and i t  stabilizes the Harder-Narasimhan 
f iltra tio n , commuting w ith  the associated projection operator p.
□
Remark Proposition 5 also holds fo r maps f: S2 —* SU(N) . fo r  N>3, 
but the choice of the uniton £  is  no more canonical.
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f  takes values in SU(N) i f  and only i f  rank pA= N-rank p is  even. 
So, i t ’s su ffic ien t to  show the existence of a subbundle of S2 x C*, 
A ,-s tob le , d+A,- holomorphic, of positive 1st Chem class, and of even 
rank, i f  N is  even, or of odd rank, i f  N is  odd. Excluding the case N=2, where 
non t r iv ia l unitons are associated to  line bundles, and have determinant 
-1 , and taking into account the fa c t that A^H") S I f * 2, so that, in 
pa rticu la r, the highest terms of the f i lt ra tio n  lie  in the kernel of i t  
w i l l  be easy fo r the careful reader to  construct by hands a bundle p_ with 
the desired properties, in a non canonical way. □
The follow ing is  now obvious, by an induction argument, and some 
previous remarks.
C o ro lla ry 6 (Uhlenbeck's factoriza tion  theorem , revis ited : cf. (8)). 
Let f: S2 —> U(N) be an harmonic map. Then there exist canonical 
harmonic maps f 0, f , ,  ,fk : S2 —HJ(N), w ith  f 0 constant map, and fk=f,
such tha t:
(t) VJ.Is jsk: f, = fJ-|(Pj-PjA) 
is  obtained by addition of a uniton gj
(11) 0 = E(f0) /8 f l s E U ^ /d n  -1 j  s E (f)/8 jf -k
(In  particular, k iE (f) /8 fl )
The same statements hold fo r maps f's  taking values in the complex 
Grassmannian GR(N); and in SU(N) (3sN), (but in th is  last case the maps 
f j's  are not canonically chosen). □
We can reformulate part of th is  result.
C o ro lla ry  6 ' Let f: S2—>U(N) be an harmonic mop.
Then there exists a canonical factorization: 
f  = CHPj-pj1) ......(Pk- P i) ksE(f)/8 fl
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where Q£U(N), and each is  the herm itian projection onto a 
subbundle of S2 x C*. holomorphic w ith  respect to the complex structure, 
induced by the operator d + d p , +  + ^ P j - j  □
Remark: Unfortunately, our factoriza tion  is  canonical, but not unique, 
unlike the one found by K.Uhlenbeck; actua lly , we do not know i f  they 
coincide.
As an easy consequence of the factoriza tion  theorem, and of the energy 
formula given by theorem 2, we can now get a new result: fo r harmonic
Corollary 7 The energy of harmonic maps S2 —HJ(N) can take as 
values only in teg ra l multiples of drr. □
Note.
This last statem ent may also be obtained as an immediate consequence 
of a 'Lax pair" construction (Zakharov et e l ,  1978; cf. also Uhlenbeck 
1985), associating to each harmonic map f  from  the Riemann sphere in to 
a real, compact , simple Lie group G, an (holomorphic) map F in to a "loop 
group" QG. The topological degree of such an F is  a well defined integer, 
( f l2(QG) = f lj(G ) 5 Z ), which can be easily computed in cohomology, 
because the in teg ra l generator of H^QG, R) is  a well known 2-form  on OG 
(cf.11)); such a degree is, up to m u ltip lica tion  by a constant, the energy of 
the original map f.
Details o f th is  computation, of unclear paternity, w i l l soon appear, 
hopefully (cf. also [13]).
Remark, co ro lla ry  7 is de fin ite ly  false fo r  harmonic maps defined on a 
generic Riemann surface M2. As a simple counterexample, le t us consider 
any homomorphism f: T2 —> U(N) (where T2 = C/Z*iZ is a f la t torus), then 
the associated 1-form  A=1/2 f " 1 df is  constant (so f  is  harmonic); and the
20
energy is an integral m ultip le  of f l2 .
At the same tim e, there appears to be no general procedure for 
describing a ll harmonic maps from a generic Riemann surface in to U(N), or 
in to the complex Grassmannian GR(N) (cf. also 114)).
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S_Q In troduc tio n .
Let P— > be a principal U(N)-bundle over a compact Riemann
surface M2 .
We study the equations:
(  F(A) + 1 / 2[ i ,  * ]  -  - 2  i  ti *  m (P ) ( * )  
dA í  -  O dA*  i  -  O
where: A is  a unitary connection on P— >M2. of curvature F(A); 
and i  is  a section of T*(M) •  ad P ( ad P — » M2 is the "adjoint 
bundle" associated to P— » M2 via the adjoint representation of U(N)), 
and p is  the normalised 1st Chern class of P.
Equations ( • )  generalise the harmomcity equations fo r maps 
M2— »U(N), and they s t i l l  maintain a variational orig in (cf. § 3 and 
[V2] ).
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Here we generalise some previous work in  th is subject by 
Uhlenbeck [U] and Va lli [V I], to th is tw isted situation: we show the 
existence of a recursive procedure (called "addition of a uniton" or 
"flag transform " in the lite rature cf. [U], [B -R ] ), which generates 
solutions of ( * )  by means of choices of appropriate holomorphic 
vector subbundles.
We prove that, on the Riemann sphere, th is  procedure generates all 
solutions of ( • ) ,  starting from  one w ith ; while, on general 
surfaces M2 's, it  fa ils  to work, as long as we reach a pair (dA, $ ), 
which is  semistable in the sense of Hitchin (c f. [H 2 ]).
Our proof is  based, as in [V 1], on progressive reduction of the 
energy 2!$)2 of a solution (A, $); and on a topological expression fo r 
the decrease of energy in a flag transform.
Finally, we apply the same formula to show that the Morse 
(sem i)-stability  of a solution (A, $ ) of ( • )  im p lies the (semi)- 
-s ta b ility  of the holomorphic structure defined by the 3-operator 3A; 
to do that, we split the energy Hessian, re s tr ic te d  to a special class of 
variations, into sum of two pieces, the d iffe rence of which is  a 
topological term.
We regret that so much of the paper consists of prelim inaries; our 
notation is  anyway the "most standard" in current lite rature (in 
particular, cf.[A-B],[D],[H], and §1).
Finally, we wish to thank J.C.Wood and N.Hitchin for having 
informed us about the ir work.
S i  D ictiona ry
Let M2 be a compact Riemann surface, and P— » M2 be a given 
smooth principal U(N)-bundle. Equivalently, we may consider the 
associated complex hermitian vector bundle V— M2, associated to 
P— ► M2 via the standard representation of U(N) in ( we w ill
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generally p re fe r the vector bundle terminology throughout the 
following).
The adjoint bundle ad P — » M2 is  the Lie algebra bundle associated 
to P— » M2 via  the adjoint representation of U(N) in u(N); equivalently, 
i t  consists o f the skew-hermitian elements of End (V).
Let A  = A  (P) be the space o f unitary connections on P— * M2.
Each connection Ae A  (P) defines exterior d iffe ren tia l operators dA> 
defined on the space of sections of each of the bundles above.
Let ^  be the 'gauge group '  o f smooth automorphisms of the
principal bundle P — > M2. Its "Lie algebra" consists of smooth 
sections of the adjoint bundle ad P — > M2.
The action o f ^  on P induces an action on the space of 
connections:
S X . 4 ------ > A  (g,A) I--------> g ,A  ( 1 )
defined by:
dg.Av  ■  9 1 dA (g vg -‘) g (2)
fo r each v in  g . .
Finally, given a connection Ae A(P), we may s p l i t :
dA '  a A * ®A
using the complex structure on M2.
£ 2  S tab le  bun d le s  & s tab le  p a irs -
From a topological point of view, complex vector bundles V —> M2
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are classified by the ir rank , and by their 1st Chern class:
Cj(V) 6 H^M2, Z ) s, Z
(the last isomorphism being evaluation on the fundamental 
2 -cycle).
We define the normalized 1st Chern class of V -->  M2 to be 
M (V) -  c x (V) /  rk  V (3 )
Moreover, i f  £  s V is  a complex vector subbundle, we then define, 
fo r  later typographical convenience:
o ( R ) - r k * ( j i ( V ) - j i ( & ) )  (4 )
Let now V —> M2 be a given complex vector bundle.
By a theorem o f Koszul & Malgrange (cf. [A-B]), each unitary 
connection A on V defines a unique holomorphic structure on V, such 
that, fo r any local section s, we have: 
s is  holomorphic < = >  9As = 0 
More precisely, holomorphic structures on V—> M2 are in 1-1 
correspondance w ith  9 -  operators 9A on it.
!n the follow ing, we shall indicate the complex vector bundle 
V—*M2, equipped w ith  the holomorphic structure induced by 9A, with
<v ,a A) .
We recall now some standard definitions.
D e f. l.  A holomorphic vector bundle V—> M2 is  called s ta b le  
(resp. s e m is ta b le ). i f  , fo r any proper holomorphic subbundle gcv  
we have : 0 ( p .) > 0 (resp. *  0 ).
Def. 2 (cf. [H 2 ] ) .  Let V — > M2 be a holomorphic vector bundle, 
and le t $z be a holomorphic section of End (V) © K (where K is  the 
canonical bundle o f (1,0) forms). We say that (V, $z) is a s ta b le  p a ir  
(resp. a s e m is ta b le  p a ir } i f  fo r each proper holomorphic 
subbundle pcV, which is $z-1nvar1ant, we have o( p ) > 0 
(resp. kO ).
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We consider now the case = CP1. We then have a complete 
classification of holomorphic vector bundles.
Theorem (Birkhoff-Grothendieck).
( i )  Each holomorphic vector bundle over CP1 sp lits  as direct sum 
of holomorphic line bundles.
( i i )  For each integer k, there exists one and only one holomorphic 
line bundle Lk over CP1 o f 1st Chern class k (up to isomorphism).
Using th is well known classification theorem, i t 's  easy to prove 
the following.
Lemma 1. Let V —> CP1 be a holomorphic vector bundle, and let 
$ zbe a holomorphic section of End(V) e K . Suppose (V ,$z ) is  a 
semistable pair . Then:
(1) * z «0;
( i i)  p (V) is  an integer ;
( i i i )  V splits as direct sum of N= rk  V copies of the line bundle 
LMOO.
Proof.
By the Birkhoff-Grothendieck theorem, we can sp lit V into the 
direct sum of N line bundles. Let £sV be the holomorphic subbundle 
generated by the line bundles of highest 1st Chern class; then we have 
p(®) > p (V ) , unless = V.
By standard arguments involving the positiv ity  of the 1st Chern 
class of the tangent bundle of (cf. [V 1]), must lie  in  the kernel of 
$z. In particular i t  is  # z -invariant, so that we must have, by the 
sem istability assumption, p (j&) <; p(V); therefore V. But this in 
turn implies 4>z = 0.
□
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More generally, on Riemann surfaces of greater genus, stable pairs 
form  a moduli space (cf. [H 2 ]).
S3 The equat io ns
Let V — > M2 be a complex hermitian vector bundle, Ae *4  a 
unitary connection on V, and $ a skew-herm itian section of 
End(V)®T*M2.
(Equivalently, P—> M2 is  the associated principal U(N)-bundle,
Ae u4/ (P), and $ is  a section of ad P ® T*M2 ).
We want to study the following system of equations:
Equivalently, i f  we decompose $ = $ 2 + , using the complex
structure on M2, then $ 2 is  a section of End(V) ® K, and ( • )  is 
equivalent to ( * • ) :
We remark that equations ( • )  are oei conform ally invariant, 
because of the term  *p(V), which needs a volume form on M2 in order 
to be defined. A lternatively, let p^  be any 2 - fo rm  on M2, such that 
P 'rkV is  integral, and represents the 1st Chern class Cj(V) (this 
constraint is  due to Proposition 2 below, and to the Chern-Weil theory 
of characteristic classes).Then we can replace «p(V) with p'“, in  ( • ) ,  
and throughout the following. And. up to a choice of p”'*. equations ( • )  
are conformally invariant.
( * )
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B. C ( we should ca ll them An. A0. because of proposition 2. but we 
prefer to avoid p ro life ra tion  of indexes ).
We define B, C to be harmonic one with respect to the other (cf. 
[V 2 ] )  i f  fix ing one of them (say C) then the other (say B) is c ritica l, 
w ith respect to the g  -action, w ith  respect to the natural, 
conformally invariant, norm (Energy) on the space of connections A :
Ec(B) = Eb(C) • l / 2  I C -  B I2 -  l / 2  jT r  ( C-B) A .(C-B) (8)
d/dt I g, ,  B -  C |2 |„ 0 = 0 for each variation gt :
Vg,: (-E, e ) ------> §  g0 * 1
Proposition 3 . Let B, C be unitary connections with constant 
central curvature:
F(B) -  F(C) -  -2 n i *  jj (V)
Then the follow ig statements are equivalent.
( i)  B and C are harmonic one with respect to each other.
( i i)  A » 1/2 (B + C) $ -  1 /2  ( B -C ) are a solution of ( • ) .
P roo f.
B and C are harmonic one w ith  respect to each other i f  and only 
i f  dA* $ -  0.
And
F(B) -  F(C ) « -2tt1 .p (V ) i f f  ( F(A) + 1 /2  [$ .#] -  -2tTi«p(V)
□
Remark. Let us consider the special case V * M2 x CN ; then the 
gauge group g  is  g  -  { smooth maps M2— > U(N) }. Set C -  0, the 
zero connection; and, fo r f e g  set B ■ f .  C ■ f ‘df ; and A, *  . as 
above. Then (A,$)is a solution of ( • )  i f  and only i f  f is an harmonic
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map f: M2 — > U(N) (cf. [H 1], [U ]. [V I]).
Proposition 4 . Let (A,* ) be a solution of ( • ) .
The second variation of energy is  then:
H ( u , u ) -  I dA u I2 -  I [ i , u ] I2 (9 )
Proof.
Let B « A  + $ , C * A - $ , a s  above.
We consider a variation g, : (-e, e ) ------>Ç  , g0 - I ;  and let
Bt*gt ,B. Then we have:
d /dt IB, -  C I2 -  2< Bt -  C , B-C >
« V I  B, - c i V o *
.  2 { I dBt I2 *  <  B, -  C , dBt (g 'g')' *  [  dBt(g-'g'), g-g' ]> }(,=0
Set u -  g ‘gf ¡îb q . Then, because of the harmonicity equations , we 
have:
H(u,u) «1 /2  d/^21 B» -  C |2,t. 0 *  I dgu ft + <  B-C , [dgu, u ] >  »
* <dBu, dcu >  = I dAu I2 - 1 [#, u ] f .
□
£4 Adding un ito ng .
Let (A, $ ) be a solution of ( • )  on V—-> M2 ; and le t At be the 
associated Uhlenbeck c irc le  of connections (6).
For each complex subundle ftç V, let p be the associated hermitian 
projection operator p: V —> ft, p2- p. Let us associate to  ft  the closed 
1 -parameter subgroup of Ç : 
gt « exp(itp) te [0, 2 tt]
Let A", -  g, ,  At . Vt € [0. 2tt] .
Proposition 5 . The following statements are equivalent:
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(1) A**, Is an Uhlenbeck loop;
( ii)  ft  is  a 3A-holomorphic subbundle of V, and i t  is  $z-  invariant. 
Proof.
is  certainly a loop of unitary connections w ith  constant central 
curvature. We have to  check when it  is  o f the form ( 6), fo r 
appropriate A**. Now, i f  e’1, then we have: 
gt •  ( px+ \  p ) ,
(where p1  = I-p  is  the hermitian projection operator onto (ji)1  c V); 
and :
A? t * A j + V 1 ; so that we have:
A^Z.t ■ ( PA + XP A1 + X ‘ (P1  + V ‘P ) (pX + A p )
And, using local coordinates i t 's  easy to show that:
=X ( px9Ap ) + ( px9Apx + p9Ap + px$|p) + X ‘( p9Apx + pS^p + px#zpx) 
♦ X’2(p*jpx) (1 0 )
But A'1', is  o f the fo rm  ( 6)  i f  and only i f  A%t does not contain 
terms w ith X, X-2.
px8Ap -  0 
p$-2px -  0
We call equations (1 1 )  “uniton equations" (cf. [U] ).We ca ll a 
subbundle ps V, sa tis fy ing  equations (1 1 )  (i.e. 9A-holomorphic and 
$ 2-invariant) a “uniton"; and we say that the new Uhlenbeck loop A^t 
has been obtained fro m  A, by addition of the uniton p. (cf.[U]), or by
«-► p x aAp -  o (11 a)
(11 b)
But (1 1 ) are the equations expressing (ii).
□
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“flag transform* (cf.[B-R 1,2]).
Consistently with §3, given a solution (A,$) of ( • ) ,  we call 
E * 2l®2 the ene rgy of the solutions (A,$).
Proposition 5 . Let (A, $ ) be a solution of ( • )  on V— > M2; and let 
(A'v, 0  be obtained from (A,$) by addition of the uniton jicV. Then we 
have:
l / 2 A E  -  l ^ l 2 -  |§ |2  -  2 tt o Cb ) (12 )
Proof.
From (1 0 ) we get:
-  -(P'l3aP ) + (P*p) + (P1* ^  (1 3 )
Therefore:
f o / l2 ■ fc>A9Apl2 ♦ lp$2pl2 ♦ ip^jp-H2 and:
l / 2 (i$''12 -  ¡$i2) -  l# ^ 2 -  l#^2 -  ipA3Ap|2 + ip$2pi2 + Ip1 # ^ 1!2 -  |#J2- 
» lpxSApJ2 ip# ^ 2 -  l#^2 ti-2pJi2 -  Ipi-^-S2 -  
* ipi 3Ap!2 -  !pA$2pl2 -  IpS^ 1!2 «
* ( lpAaApl2 -  Ip S ^ 2 ) -  ( lpA5Apl2 -  !pA$2pl2 )
( The last passage being possible because of the uniton equations
( ID  )•
Proposition 5 follows then from  lemma 6, in  next §.
□
S5  A  fo rm u la .
Let V— >M2 be a complex herm itian vector bundle over the compact 
Riemann surface M2, equipped w ith  a hermitian m etric: let A be a 
unitary connection on V, and 4> * $ 2 + a skew-herm itian section of 
End(V)«T*(M2).
Lemma 6 . Suppose (A,#) satisfy the 1st eq. of ( • ) :
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F(A) ♦ 1/2 [ * , * ] -  -2 ttí *>i(V)
Let üeV be any complex subbundle of V, and let p: V— be the 
associated hermitian projection operator. Then we have:
( ipx 3 Api2 -  ip ^ í jp  I2 ) -  ( ipx aApl2 -  ip x * 2pi2 ) -
-  2 tt 0 (b ) (1 4 )
Proof.
Let us equipp n  w ith the connection induced from  A. I f  V is  the 
associated exterior d iffe ren tia l, then we have, fo r each section v of p: 
Vv = p dAv = dAv -  dAp v 
And the curvature F(V) is:
F(V) » p ( F(A) ♦ dApAdAp ) p
By the Chern-Weil form ulas fo r characteristic classes, we have: 
”21 tt  Cjtftj « J Tr F(V) -  J Tr(pF(A)) + /  Tr(pdApAdAp) -  
= -2iT7 J Tr(p) «ji(V) -  1 /2  J Tr [$,$ ] p + j  Tr (pdApAdAp) (15 ) 
(using the hypotheses o f the lemma).
But we have:
J Tr(p dAp a dAp ) -  - i  ( tpxaApl2 -  lp9Apl2 ) -
■ - t  ( ip ^ p l2 -  Ip ^ p l2) (1 6 )
(because pdAp = dAppx and pxdAp = dApp ); and:
1 /2  J T r [ i ,  * ]  p -  I  T r -  - i  ( i i zpi2 -  p ip )  .
-  - i ( -  Ip i^ , 2 ) (1 7 )
/  Tr(p) .)i(V ) -  rk(p) p(V) (1 8 )
Substituting (16), (1 7 )  and (1 8 ) in (15 ), we get:
-2 ítt Cj((i) ■ (-2iTT)rk(ji) p(V) + i (|px$zpl2 -  lp$zp ij2) +
-  i ( Ip ^ p l2 -  ip ^ jp l2)
which is  (15 ) □
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S6 Main re su lts .
Theorem  7 Let (A, $ )be a solution of ( * )  on V— ► M2.Then there 
exists a solution of ( * )  (A°,$°) such th a t:
0 )  ( (V,3ao), $z° ) is  a semistable pair;
(11) (A,#) is  obtained from (A0,#0) by a fin ite  number of flag 
transforms, each one making the energy E* *  2 l$'l2 increase by a 
positive integral multiple of 8n / rk ^v y
Proof.
I f  ((V,9a),$z) is  not a semistable pair, then there exists a 
6A-holomorphic subbundle jlsv, ^ -in v a ria n t, and w ith o(jl) < 0.
Therefore p. is  a uniton. and we may add it  to (A,$), to produce a 
new solution (A^,#*0 of ( * ) ,  such that :
AE -  2 ( » I 2 -  It:2 ) -  A ( I i /1 2 -  ! * / ) .  8 tt 0(e) < 0
(using proposition 5 ).
Moreover o(p) » rk(p) (p (V )-p (n )) .  rk(p) p(V) -  C jift) -
-  l / rk(V) {rWn)C](V) -  rk(V)Cjdi) }
Repeating this procedure, i f  necessary, we must eventually come 
to a stop, when we reach a semistable pair (A°,$°).
□
I iie o re m  0 Let (A, $ ) be a solution of ( • )  on V— »CP1. Then:
( i)  jj(V) is an integer;
( i i )  (A,$) is obtained from a solution (A°,$°), with:
* ° - 0
F(A°) -  -2 tt1 »ji(V)
by a fin ite  number of flag transforms, each one making the energy 
E’ =2f$’l2 increase by an integral multiple of 8TT/rk(V).
( i i i )  V, with the 0Ao-holomorphic structure, is  a direct sum of N 
copies of the line bundle L ^  — » CP1.
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(iv) E « 2 I#!2 -  1 /8tt {a |i(V ) + b }  where a e N. b e Z.
It easily fo llow s from  Theorem 7, lemma 1, and proposition 5.
Rem arks. The flag transforms in theorems 7,8 may be chosen to 
be “canonical" in some sense. For example, we can choose at each step 
the most energy-decreasing uniton, which is  the one generated by a ll 
the unitons n'sV, w ith o(n') >0. Another possible "canonical" choice, 
when M2 -  CP1, is  to choose the image bundle (or the kernel bundle) 
of $ 2 at each step as uniton: i t  is  not necessarily energy decreasing, 
but i t  arrives to the O-energy solution, a fter a fin ite  number of 
steps, as in theorem 8. For a more detailed analysis, cf. [V 3]. For a 
more explicit description of the factorization, when M2 -  C P 1, with a 
unicity result, cf.[W].
Let (A,$) be a solution of ( * )  on V---*M2. We want to use lemma 6 
in order to study the energy hessian:
H(u,u) - 1 dAul2 -  I [*,u ] I2 (9 )
where ue Q is  a smooth skew-symmetric section o f End(V)— >M2. 
We consider in fin itesim al variations of the form  u ■ ip, where 
p:V— is the hermitian projection operator onto a complex subbundle 
psV ; we may call th is kind of variations Grassmannian variations .
H2(p,p), on the space of Grassmannian variations, such that we have: 
H! (p,p) ♦ H2(p,p) -  H(ip,ip)
Proof.
□
There exist two quadratic functionals H1(p,p),
H^p.p) -  H2(p,p) • 4ti o(flt) Vjfc s V 
Proof.
(1 9 )
Define: H^p.p) * 2(lpA0Apl2 -  IpS^p1!2) 
H2(p,p) » 20pA9Apl2 -  (p^jp !2)
and apply lemma 6 □
C o ro lla ry  10 Suppose the energy hessian (9 ) of a given solution
(A,§) o f ( • )  is  positive defin ite (resp. semipositive).
Then the bundle (V, 3A) is  stable (resp. semistable).
Proof.
I f  (V,3a) is  not (semi)-stable, then 3 v  §A-holomorphic
subbundle, with o(p) 2; 0 (resp. <0 ). Let us take a variation u = ip e g., 
with p projection onto jl Then we have:
H2(p,p) s  0, so that:
H(ip,ip) * 2 H2(p,p) + 4tt o(p) s  0 (resp. <0 )
□
C o ro lla ry  11. Let (A,$) be a solution of ( * )  on V— * M2; le t £  c V 
be a 3A-holomorphic, $z-invariant subbundle (i.e. a uniton ), and let 
p:V--»|i be the associated projection.
Then u = ip is c r it ic a l point fo r  the functional (9):
H(ip.lp) -  I <JA(p) I2 -  I [$, p ] I2
restricted to the space of Grassmannian variations.
Proof.
Because of proposition 9. i f  s s u ffic ie n t to show that p is  a 
c r it ica l point of:
H2(p.p) -  2( I p ^ p l2 -  tp^ jP l2 ) 
on the space of p's.
The Euler-Lagrange equations fo r  p (we allow variations of the 
form p|— > gf'pg,, w ith gt:(-e,e) — » §  ) are of the form:
D'(p) + D" (p) -  0 (20 )
where D'(p), D"(p), are d iffe ren tia l expressions in p, coming out 
from  the 1st and 2nd term  in H2(p,p).
But D'(p) = 0, because pA3Ap = 0, so p is  a minimum of |pA3Ap|2, and 
therefore a c r it ica l point fo r lpA3Ap|2 in  the space of p! s.
S im ilarly, D"(p) * 0, because p. is  ^ - in v a r ia n t. Therefore, i f  p  is  a 
uniton, it  satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equations (20). □
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Remark. Coro llary 11 s t i l l  holds i f  p. is an "antiuniton", i.e. a aA- 
antiholomorphic, ^ -in va ria n t subbundle of V. Indeed, just repeat the 
proof above, considering now H1; or observe that is  a antiuniton i f  
and only i f  jfc1  is  a uniton; and that H(ip,ip)-H(ipA,ip-L) for each p. □
£7 Some open questions
Question 1. Is  the converse o f co ro lla ry  10 tru e ?
This question is  closely related to the following:
Question 2. Is  the converse o f co ro lla ry  11 tru e ; in  other w ords: is  
every c r itic a l p o in t o f the functiona l (9 ) on the space o f complex 
subbundles o f V e ith e r a uniton o r a antiuniton?
Question 5. Is  i t  possible to generalize some o f the constructions 
and o f the re s u lts  in  th is paper to the case when M is  a Kahler 
m anifo ld  ?
Partial answer. Let M be a Kohler manifold, u) the Kahler 2-fo rm , J 
the real endomorphism of the tangent space induced by the complex 
structure on M.
It is  quite easy to generalise formula (14 ), and hence Corollaries 
10 , 1 1 , using the algebraic "trace operator" on 2 -fo rm s described by 
Donaldson in [D], and substituting connections w ith constant central 
curvature w ith  Einstein connections on a given bundle V— * M.
Analogously, it 's  quite easy to build up ’Uhlenbeck loops' of 
Einstein connections, using the operator J, instead o f the Hodge 
«-operator on 1-form s, in (6). But the problem now is  that a unitary 
connection A on V— must satisfy the in tegrab ility  condition:
3A09A * 0 , in order to define a genuine complex structure on V; and 
this condition does not intertwine well with the loop construction.
Flag transform s generalise to th is context: but, as a careful reader 
w ill have noticed (cf. the proof of proposition 5), they are more
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closely associated w ith the algebraic s tructure of the tangent space to 
the space of connections, than w ith the proper equations ( • )  we were 
considering. Anyway, we were unable to  prove any generalisation of 
theorem 8.
S im ilar problems sussist i f  we substitute the harmonicity 
equations w ith "pluriharmonicity equations" in the sense of Ohnita [0].
Question 4, Motivated by a theorem o f Gaveau (cf.[G] ), we ask i f  
the following is true.
Le t V—* r f  be a com plex vector bundle on a compact Riemann 
surface r f ;  and le t (B,C) be two u n ita ry  connections on V, w ith  
constant cen tra l curvature F(B) -  F(C ) •  -2 rr i * p(V ).
Then there exists a un ita ry  connection B  T gauge equivalent to B, 
such that B^, C, are harm onic one w ith  respect to the other.
This would give information on the moduli sDace of solutions of
( • )
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Sum m ary-
G iven P—*M, a sm ooth p r in c ip a l SU (N )-bundle over a com pact 
R lem annlan m a n ifo ld  M, we cons ide r the "gauge group" 5 o f smooth 
autom orphism s o f P.
Every connection A on P—*M induces a r ig h t  in v a ria n t R iemannlan 
pseu do -m e tric  on Q, v ia  r ig h t  tra n s la tio n  of the in ner product:
on the Lie a lgebra g- o f Q.
In  S 2, 3 we w r i te  down the Eu ler equations o f geodesic m otion  in  5; 
In  § 6 we prove lo c a l ex is tence  and uniqueness o f so lu tio n s  fo r  the 
associa ted Cauchy p rob lem , In  the hypothesis o f I r r e d u c lb l l l t y  o f A; 
In  §4 we study c e rta in  conserved quantities.
In  S 7 we de fine  " ha rm on ic  elem ents " o f 5» w ith  re sp e c t to the 
f ix e d  connection A: they gen e ra lise  harm onic maps M—*U(N).
We then g ive tw o  fa m ilie s  o f exam ples o f closed geodesics In 
connecting c e rta in  c lasses o f such harm onic elem ents to the Iden tity .
The f i r s t  one cons is ts  o f one-pa ram ete r subgroups of associated 
to  "h a rm o n ic  subb und le s" o f the v e c to r bundle V—*M, c a n o n ica lly  
associa ted to P—»M.
The second fa m ily  Is  produced v ia  a loop o f conn ections  w ith  
constan t ce n tra l cu rva tu re , In the case when M Is a com pact Rlemann 
s u r fa c e  (c f. §8 ). (In  p a r t ic u la r  we prove tha t Uhlenbeck's "extended
(O.l)
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so lu tio n " (c f. [2 0 ])  Is a geodesic In the space o f maps M2—»U(N) ). This 
loop o f  connections Is re la te d  to the theory o f com ple te In te g ra b ll lty ,  
and Lax p a irs  w ith  a com plex pa ram e te r: c f .  [1 0 ], [2 0 ],  [2 2 ], [2 3 ].
F in a lly ,  again In the case when M Is a Rlemann su rfa c e , we show 
how to  e x tra c t paths o f h o lo m o rp h lc  d i f fe r e n t ia ls  and lin e  bundles 
fro m  geodesic paths In $.
We be lieve  tha t, excepted § 8 ,9 , m ost o f the m a te r ia l Is just an 
a p p lica tio n  of a standard scheme to the case o f the gauge group acting 
on conn ections : we could have th e re fo re  cons ide red  as w e ll,  fo r  
exam ple, the case o f the group o f d lffe o m o rp h lsm s  o f a m an ifo ld , w ith  
Its  Induced action on the space o f Rlemannlan m e tr ic s , as In the theory 
o f e la s t ic ity .  In  p a r t ic u la r ,  the re a d e r may f in d  o ve rla p s  w ith  [1 7 ], 
[1 8 ].
We have tr ie d  to avoid the use o f In f in ite  d im ens iona l d iffe re n t ia l 
g eo m e try : eve ry th ing  here Is  sm ooth, un less o th e rw is e  stated. The 
re a d e r may fin d  d e ta ils  on the "Lie group" s tru c tu re  o f $ In [3 ], [4 ], 
[1 5 ], [1 6 ],  [1 8 ]( fo r  example).
A ckn o w le d g e m e n ts . We w is h  to thank the In te rn a tio n a l Centre of 
T h e o re tic a l Physics, T r ie s te , f o r  k ind  o s p ita llty .
1. In tro d u c tio n  and d ic tio n a ry .
Let M be a compact Rlem annlan m a n ifo ld , and le t P—»M be an SU(N)-
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p r in c ip a l bundle (U(N) In $7,8,9).
Let Q be the "gauge group" o f smooth a u tom orph ism s  of P—»M; I f  
V—»M Is the com plex h e rm ltla n  vec to r bund le , c a n o n ica lly  associated 
to P—*M v ia  the standard representa tion  o f SU(N) In  CN, then we have:
5 2  { smooth specia l un ita ry  sections o f End(V )—»M) (1 .1 )
The "Lie a lgebra " o f § , In a h e u ris tic  sense, bu t which can be made 
r ig o ro u s  (c f.  a lso $6), Is :
= (  smooth sections o f the bundle ad(P)—*M )  (1 .2 )
(w h e re  ad(P)—»M Is the Lie a lgebra bundle associa ted  to P—»M via 
the ad jo in t rep resen ta tion  ); and we may Id e n t ify :
a  ( smooth *u (N ) -  sections o f End(V)—*M ) (1 .3 )
Let A  -  A  (P) be the space o f c o n n e c tio n s  on the p r in c ip a l 
bundle P—»M ; A (P ) Is an a ffin e  space , m o d e lle d  on the v e c to r space 
g.®T*(M) of 1 - fo rm s , w ith  co e ffic ie n ts  In 4*u(N).
Each connection  A e A  (P) Induces, f o r  each  In teger k * 0 ,  an
e x te r io r  d i f fe re n t ia l:
dA: »  •  A kT * (M )----- . »  •  A k+1 T*(M ) (1 .4 )
We rem a rk  that:
dAdA (u ) -  [ K(A), u  ] (1 .5 )
w h e re  K(A) e 0- « A 2 T *(M ) Is  the c u rv a tu re  o f  the connection  A. 
Using lo ca l coord inates, we may Id e n tify  a co nn ec tion  A w ith  a 1 -fo rm  
we then have:
K (A ) -  d i  ♦ 1 /2  [A, X ] (1 .6 )
Using the m e tr ic  on M, and on V—*M, and the  K i l l in g  fo rm  on 4\t(N),
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we m ay d e fin e  R lem ann lan  p roducts  ( , ) on each f r ® A k T*(M ); 
consequently, we may d e fin e  ope ra to rs : 
dA*  : g  ® A k* 1 T*(M ) —* g  •  A kT*(M) 
w h ich  are  adjoint to the d A's , w ith  respect to ( , ) .
We can now define a"rough Lap laclan" A a :
¿ a -  dA*«A * 1a«a *  : » » A T * ! « )  — » * A kT*(M ) (1 .7 )
fo r  each k iO  (but we w i l l  use I t  only f o r  k -  0 ).
The action  o f 5 on P—*M Induces an action :
5 x A —. A  (g, A) I—» g „(A )
defined by:
ag.(A)v ■ 9',d A<9vg'‘ ) 9 (1 .8 )
fo r  each veg , and g e 5 (b u t ( 1 .8 ) Is v a lid  fo r  v e g ® A kT * ( M ) ).
In  lo c a l coord inates, I f  A Is  represented by the 1 - fo rm  A*', then we 
have: g *(A ) *" -  g ‘ Ag ♦ g l dg.
For A e A  (P), we In d ica te  by (J.A the gauge o rb it  o f A.
2 *. EulsT's-figuation f gr ..ge QdesJc? In  &«
We now f ix  a connection A £ A(P) on P—»M.
We consider the p o s itiv e  s e m ld e fln lte  Inne r product on g :
< u, v > -  J M (dAu, dAv) -  - J M T r  (A a u.v) (2 .0 )
We equip g w ith  the r ig h t - in v a r ia n t  pseudo-R lem annlan m e tr ic  
induced fro m  ( 2 .0 ), v ia  r ig h t  tra n s la tio n ; and we w a n t to  study the 
equations fo r  geodesics In  g, w ith  respect to th is  m e tr ic .
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(We re m a rk  that th is  R lemannlan m e tr ic  on 5 Is  p o s itiv e  d e f in ite  I f  
and o n ly  I f  the conn ection  A Is  I r re d u c ib le :  o th e rw is e  I t 's  o n ly  
s e m ip o s it iv e  d e fin ite , and It's  ca lle d  a "pseudom etric". M oreover, I t  Is  
not b l- in v a r la n t ) .
P r o p o s it io n  2 .1 . Let gt: [a ,b ] —»5 be a path In Q.Then the fo llo w in g  
s ta te m e n ts  are equ iva lent:
( I )  g t Is  a geodesic:
( I I )  d /dt A aF ♦ [  F, F ] -  O vtG[a,b] (2 . 1 )
(where F ■ g'g'1).
Pr.BPf-
Le t us consider the energy fu n c tio n a l:
L ~ (g ) -  1 / 2  J ^ g V . g 'g -1» at -  /  6 at JM(aA(g'g'I ) ,a A(g,g-‘ ))
on the space o f sm ooth maps g: [a ,b ]—» 5 (sm ooth  In a e lem e n ta ry  
sense: lo c a lly ,  on UcM, the map g : [a ,b ] x u —>SU(N) m ust be sm ooth).
We c o n s id e r a 1 -p a ra m e te r v a r ia t io n :
g -  g ( s , t ) : (-e ,e )x [a ,b ]
g (0 , t)  -  g (t) Vt; g(s,a) -  g(a) g (s ,b ) -  g(b) Vs;
and w e  compute the f i r s t  v a r ia t io n  o f L~.
d / ds L~ ( 9, |S.0  ■ i , Bdt ^ „^ ''a s ^ A tg 'g '^ .a A tg 'g 1) ) „ . 0 ■
■ ■f.l>dt i Mt d / iF (9'9'^ is -o -  A *(9'9 ,)  >
Le t a / as (g)te_0 g-1 -  v.
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d /g s L~<9> |s .o  '  C  dt i M(<,/d l(v) * [v ' 99 A* (9'9'l)1 > ‘
- J , b dt JM (v, -d /g ,  A A(g'g-‘ ) ♦ [ g 'g \  ^ ( g 'g 1) ] )
T h e re fo re  d/<js L^(g)|s_Q-  0 fo r  each v a r ia t io n  g’ g'1« v I f  and only 
I f  the r ig h t hand side s a t is f ie s  the equation (2 .1 ). □
w e c a ll (2 .1 ) (the f i r s t )  EMler n a t io n ,
Remarks.
G iven F: [ a,b)—*g-, s a tis fy in g  equation (2 .1 ),  w e can re co ve r the 
o r ig in a l map g :[a ,b ]—»5* by so lv ing , fo r  each xeM, the lin e a r o rd in a ry  
d i f fe r e n t ia l equation: g‘ -  F g; so eq. (2 .1 ) Is  e s s e n tia lly  equ iva lent, 
m odulo r ig h t  m u lt ip l ic a t io n  o f g^ by a constant elem ent of Q, to the 
geodesic equation In (J.
S im ila r ly ,  the Cauchy problem : 
g: [a ,b ] —»5 geodesic 
g(a) -  ga , g'(a) -  g's
Is  equ iva lent to the Cauchy prob lem  In 9 : 
d /d t A aF * [ F ] -  0 
F(a) -  Fa, F: [a ,b ]—• » .
3 . E u le r ' s e q u a tio n  f o r  geo d e s ic  p a th s  tn  gauge o r b i t  o f
connections,
5 0
We g ive  now an equ iva len t fo rm u la tio n  o f eq. (2 .1 ).
Remember we have f ix e d  a connection A on P—*M, In o rd e r to give a 
pseudo-Riemannian s tru c tu re  to £. M oreover, th is  cho ice  a llo w s  us to 
cons ide r the map ): $ —♦ &  de fined  by gl—» g „A .  T h is  map is  an 
is o m e try , w ith  respec t to  the p se u do -m e tric  on £, and to the na tu ra l 
L2 -m etr1c on the space o f connections «A .
We can use ) to a sso c ia te  to each path gt :[a ,b ]---» tj, a path o f 
connections A, -  (g t ) *A ,  in  the same gauge o rb it  o f A; and converse ly , 
given a path of connections A^, ly ing  in  the same gauge o rb it  o f A, we 
can f in d ,  not u n iq u e ly  i f  the conn ection  A is  re d u c ib le ,  a path 
g ^ :[a ,b ]—*5» such tha t A ^ - i g ^ A .  (T h is  is  due to  a " lo c a l s lic e  
theorem " (c f. [3 ],  [4 ] )  ).
We re m a rk  tha t, us ing  standard Sobolev spaces, as in  §6, each Q- 
o rb it  may be considered as a subm an ifo ld  o f the a ff in e  space A, w ith  
tangent space:
T b(5-B) -  Im  d0:g—»g.®T*(M) (3.1 )
( c f .  [3 ] , [4 ]) ;  in  p a r t ic u la r ,  each gauge o r b it  in h e r its  a Riemannian 
s tru c tu re .
D e f in it io n  3 .1 . We say that a path A^ o f conn ections , ly in g  in  the 
same gauge o rb it ,  is  a geodesic path (In  a 5 - o r b it ) ,  i f  fo r  each t the 
acce le ra tio n  vec to r A {" Is  orthogonal to the IJ-actlon .
We re m a rk  that th is  is  equ iva lent, using (3 .1 ), to the equation: 
dA|* ( A t" ) - 0  V t (3 .2 )
A ,*  *  d m  dA,)X-because ke r d
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D e fin it io n  3.1 has a qu ite  tra n sp a re n t geo m e trica l m eaning. We can 
e a s ily  show tha t a path A f In a 5 - o rb it  o f connections Is  geodesic  I f  
and only I f  I t  e x tre m lzes  the a pp rop ria te  energy (length) fu n c tio n a l:
L~ (A ,) -  l / 2 J t6 (A t't A t') dt -  L~(g()
(w here  g{ Is  an associated path 1n 5» as In prop. (3 .2 ) ). M oreover, 
because the map ) above Is an Iso m e try , we expect geodesics in  5 and 
In tJ .A  to correspond  via ). Indeed, we have the fo llo w in g :
P ro p o s it io n  3 .2 . Let A t be a path o f connections on a SU(N)-bundle 
P—»M, ly in g  in  the gauge o rb it  o f a f ixe d  connection A.
Then the fo llo w in g  statem ents are  equ iva lent:
( I)  is  a geodesic path In the gauge o rb it o f A;
( I I )  A j -  (g^)# (A) w h ere  gf :[a vb]—» $ Is a geodesic path In 5;
( t i t )  d /dt (dA j*  A,*) -  0 V t (3 .3 )
Proof.
(3 .2 ) (3 .3 )  Is  a t r i v ia l  consequence o f the fa c t  th a t,  Vve
^® T *(M ), we have [v , * v ]  -  0 (w he re  *  Is  the Hodge o p e ra to r :
« : »  •  g  •  A " ' " '  ”  '  “  T*(M ) (3 .4 )  ).
OD ♦ -»  o i l )
A,' - dA((g-‘ g') - g'1(dA(g'g'1)) g (by 1.8).
dAt*(A|') - g-1(dA«dA(g'g1))g - g ‘ (A A(g,g',))g So, we have:
d /dt dAt*<A |') *  0 (9 ', ^ A(g'9'‘ ) 9) -  0
g 1 ( d /dt A A(g'g-‘ ) -  [g 'g 1, A A(g 'g ‘ ) ]  ) g -  o .
□
We c a ll equation (3 .3 ) (the second) E u ler eouatlon.
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4. Conserved quan tities  and m om ent m ap.
As in  f in i te  d im ensiona l geom etry , the geodesic f lo w  on the tangent 
space to  a gauge o rb it  T(Q.A) Is  c a n o n ic a lly  dua l, v ia  the L2 inner 
p roduct ( , ) on ^ ® T *(M ), to the h a m llto n la n  f lo w  on the cotangent 
bundle T * (§ .A ) ,  w ith  h a m llto n la n  fu n c tio n  the r le m ann lan  squared 
norm .
The Q -actlon on the space o f connections A  Induces a ^ -a c t io n  on 
the cotangent bundle T * ( A  ), and hence on T *(5 -A ):
( g . ( A ,T ) ) I—♦ ( g * (A ), g * T g )
T h is  ac tion  1s, by genera l p r in c ip le s  In  H am llton lan  m echanics, 
s y m p le c t lc  and a lm ost h a m ilto n ia n  ( c f .  [9 ] ,  o r any o the r book on 
geo m e tric  Ham ilton ian m echanics).
D ua liz ing , we get a moment map:
P : T * ( A ) - »  fr*  a g. P (A ,T ) -  -  dA* (T )  (4 .1 )
(w e leave the com putation to p a tie n t reade rs  ; I t 's  not d i f f ic u l t ,  but 
I t  needs some m an ipu la tions  o f the d e f in it io n s  ; c f .  a lso  a s im ila r  
com putation in  [ 1 1 ] ).
In p a r t ic u la r ,  dA j*  A t ' Is In v a r ia n t under the geodesic f lo w  In A  , 
o r In any Q -o rb lt.
T h e re fo re , eq. (3 .3 ) express the conse rva tion  Of momentum.
The conse rva tion  o f energy Is  g iven  by the Invariance  of the a rc -
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length  (A ,1, A,') und e r tim e  evo lu tion . Indeed we have: d / rft (A f',A t') -  
■ 2 (A t",A t') -  0 , because A ' Is  tangent to the 5 - o r b lt  (by assum ption ), 
and A t" Is  orthogona l to  It  (by d e f in it io n  o f geodesic).
We can re co ve r p a r t  o f th is  conse rva tio n  la w s  In eq. (2 .1 ); (on ly  
p a rt o f them, because eq. (2 . 1 ) has less dependant va ria b le s ).
P ro p o s it io n  4 .1 . Let F :[a,b]-*g. be a so lution o f (2 .1 ). Then:
( I )  the fu n c tio n s  Ik(x) -  T r (A AF)k(x) xeM
are constant o f the  m otion;
( I I )  the ene rgy  E <F> ■ <^A(F).F>
Is  a constant o f th e  m otion;
( I I I )  I f  g and A , are the correspond ing geodesic paths In 5» and
In (F-g 'g ’1 and A t -  (g{) *  A), so tha t, by eq. (3 .2 ),
dA *  A ' ■ C V t, then we have:
At t
I k(x) -  T r  ( C ) \  E (F) .  1 /2  /  (A a F,F) .  (A t'tA t').
P ro o f.
(1) and (11) fo l lo w  fro m  (111). M oreover, as In the p roo f o f p rop .3 .2 ,
C « dA j*  A t‘ -  g *A Af  g , A t' « g'*(dAF) g , and g Is  u n ita ry .
□
Rem arKs-
( I )  (4 .1 ) ( i )  e a s ily  fo llo w s  fro m  d ire c t com putation as w e ll,  
because (2 .1 ) Is  In  the fo rm  o f a Lax p a ir ,  and th is  produces the 
"Isospec tra l" e vo lu tio n  o f A a F.
( I I )  The g ro u p  o f re a l p o s it iv e  fu n c tio n s  on M, ac ts  v ia  
c o n fo rm a l t ra n s fo rm a tio n s  on the space o f m e tr ic s  on M, but 1t does
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not ac t on the space o f connections. T h e re fo re , i t  changes the geodesic 
equations, by changing the "H am ilton ian", but I t  does not produce any 
moment map. When dim  M -  2 the ac tion  is  anyw ay t r iv ia l  (c f.§  8 ).
5 , His to r ic a l  re m a rk?.
(A ) The study o f geodesics In  a L ie  group, equipped w ith  a 
r ig h t  (o r  le f t )  In v a r ia n t m e tr ic ,  dates back to E u ler's  w o rk  on the 
m otion  o f a r ig id  body w ith  one f ix e d  po in t In IR3. Indeed, th is  physica l 
p rob lem  is  m ath em a tica lly  equ iva len t to s tudy ing  geodesics in  S0(3), 
equipped w ith  a le f t  in va ria n t m e tr ic .  T h is  m e tr ic ,  ob ta inab le  through 
in te g ra t io n  of the mass d is tr ib u tio n  o f the r ig id  body, is  a c tu a lly  the 
unique phys ica l datum o f the prob lem .
For the sake o f fun, we tra n s la te  the c la s s ic a l n o ta tio n s  in  our 
se tting .
Let g, be a geodesic path In 5, and le t (g f ) * (A )  be the co rrespond ing 
geodesic path o f connections. Then:
ub " 9'g'1 is the velocity vector with respect to the body;
u s “  g 'g ' is  *he ve lo c ity  ve c to r w ith  respec t to the space;
A a ; is  the in e rt ia  o pe ra to r (!);
Mb -  A A(g'g-1) -  A a F Is the kinetic moment (with respect to the 
body);
Ms -  dA,*  A,' -  C is  the k in e tic  moment ( w . r . t .  the space).
F in a lly ,  Euler's equations fo r  the m otion  o f a r ig id  body:
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d / d t Mb + ^Mb’ "  °
are our E u le r's  equations (2 .1 ) and (3 .3 ):
d /d t a a f + [ a a f » F ] -  0  d /( jt  (d A t*  A t") -  0.
(B) A second c la s s ic  exam ple o f the study o f geodesics in  a
group is  the case:
5 -  {  vo lum e p re se rv in g  d iffe o m o rp h ism s  o f a m a n ifo ld  M }
(M com pact o r w ith  boundary); the geodesic f lo w  in  Q describes the 
m o tio n  o f an id e a l In c o m p re s s ib le  f lu id ,  m o v in g  1n M. The 
co rre spond ing  equation is  s t i l l  due to E u le r; but w e a c tu a lly  Ignore i f  
he was co n sc io u s  of the connection  w ith  his equation  fo r  the r ig id  
body.
For a d e ta ile d  ana ly tic  study of th is  case, see [7 ].
6 . E x is tence and uniqueness q f s o lu ti on? fo r  the Ca uchy p ro b le m -
We want to  study now the Cauchy prob lem :
A ll along th is  $, le t A be an ir re d u c ib le  connection on the p r in c ip a l 
SU (N)-bundle P—*M. In p a r t ic u la r ,  the i r r e d u c ib l l l t y  o f A im p lie s  that 
th e re  a re  n o t c o v a r ia n t co n s ta n t e lem e nts  o f 9 (the  id e n t ity  
tra n s fo rm a tio n  is  a lw ays co v a r ia n t constant, but does not belong to
d /d t  * t A a f , F ] -  0
(6 .1)
F(0) -  F,0 F: [a ,b ]—* *
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9-); and tha t the Lap lacian A A:g—»9. Is  in v e rt ib le .
We in tro d u ce  the Sobolev spaces (c f.  S i):
gs -  {  L ,s-sect1ons o f the bundle ad P —*m } (6 .2 )
They a re  the H ilb e rt  space co m p le tio n  o f 9- w ith  re sp e c t to the
sca la r p ro d u c t:
(u,v)s -  £  ((^ A)*u, v)
l - i . .«
The fo llo w in g  statem ents are  w e ll known (c f.  [3 ] ,  [4 ],  [1 5 ], [1 6 ]) .  
Lemma 6 .1 . Let s > 1 /2  m (m - dim  M). Then
( I)  9-s is  a Banach Lie a lgebra :
3 K > 0 , Vu, v e 9-s, w e have [u ,v ] e g.s and
I [u , v ] Is s K(s )|u|s |v|s (6 .3 )
( I I )  9>s is  the H ilb e rt  L ie a lgebra  o f the H ilb e rt  L ie  group:
5 s -  { l 2’* -  autom orph ism s o f P—*M } n
Ljem m a 6 .2  • Let A be an I r re d u c ib le  connection  on the p r in c ip a l 
SU(N)-bundle P—*M. Then we have:
( I )  ke r  (dA : 9 - *g . •  T * ( M ) ) -  0
( I I )  A a -  dA*d A: * S- V 2 is  an Isom orph ism , Vs;
and A a ’1: g-s—i>9-s Is  a com pac t (hence co n tin u o u s ) o p e ra to r .
□
T h e o re m  6 .3 . Let A be an Ir re d u c ib le  connection  on the p r in c ip a l 
SU(N)-bundle P—»M.
Then fo r  each F0 e » s , s » 1 /2  m ♦ 2 (m - d im  M), the Cauchy 
prob lem  (G . l)  has a unique so lu tio n  F, :IR—»9-s.
In p a r t ic u la r ,  I f  F0 Is  smooth , then F(t) Is smooth fo r  each t.
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P ro o f.
We w r i te  the system (6 .1) In a d if fe re n t  fo rm : set v»A aF e g.8-2; 
(6 . 1 ) Is then equ iva lent to :
d/dt v ♦ Iv* A A ‘ v) -  0 (6.4)
v(0) -  v 0 v: [ 0 , r ] —♦ g.s- 2
We w r i te  the system (6 .4 ) In a m ore abs trac t fo rm :
d /dt v ♦ f (v )  -  0 , v(O) -  v0 (6.5)
w here f:X—»X (X Banach space).
In our case we have: X -  g.®-2  and f :  g-s_2—*g.s_2 is  the non lin e a r 
map:
f(v )  -  [ A a -1 v,'v] (6 .6)
The m ethod fo r  so lv in g  (6 .5 ) Is  e x a c t ly  the same as the one 
n o rm a lly  used fo r  s o lv in g  the Cauchy p ro b le m  fo r  o rd in a ry  
d if fe r e n t ia l equations, s ta rt in g  fro m  the tra n s fo rm a tio n  o f (6 .6) In 
the in te g ra l equation:
V(t) -  v0 ♦ /  1 f(v(T)) dx (6.7)
0
The fo llo w in g  P ro p o s itio n  Is a sum m ary  (w ith  no pre tension  of 
g e n e ra lity )  o f Theorem s 6 .1 .1  and 6 .1 .3  In [1 9 ],  and o f Theorem s 
5.1.1 and 5 .6 .1  In [1 3 ].
Proposition 6.4 . Suppose that:
( I)  The function  f  In (6 .5 ) Is o f c lass C1.
( I I )  The re  e x is ts  a continuous non decreasing function  
g: IR*—»IR* such tha t, fo r  each t * 0 ,  the so lu tio n  o f the Cauchy
problem :
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r ‘ -  g (r) ,  r ( 0 ) -  r 0
ex is ts  fo r  a l l p o s itive  tim es; and we have:
I f (u )  I s g( tu l) fo r  each ueX.
Then th e re  e x is ts  a so lu tions  u :[0 , oo) — »X to the Cauchy problem  
(6 .5 ). Th is  so lu tion  Is  unique.
□
I t  Is  qu ite  easy to check, tha t, fo r  each s -2  > 1 /2  m the func tion  f  
g iven by (6 .6 ) s a t is f ie s  the assum ptions (1) and (11) o f P ropo s ition  6 .4. 
T h is  Is a s im p le  consequence o f I ts  qua d ra tic  na tu re , and o f lemm as 
6.1 and 6 .2. I t  Is  Indeed possib le to choose as fu n c tio n  g In (11) : g (r)  -  
C(s) r 2. T h e re fo re , by p ro p o s itio n  6 .4 , the re  e x is ts  a so lu tion  of the 
system  6 .4  u:[0,oo)—*g-s" 2, and hence a so lu tion  F:[0,oo)—* ^ s o f (6 .1 ). 
The ex is tence fo r  tsO Is then a consequence o f a s im p le  argum ent of 
t im e  Inve rs ion  (c f.  fo r  example Remark 5 .6 .1  In [1 3 ] ) .
□
C o r o l la r y  6 .5  The gauge group Q Is  com p le te , In the sense o f 
d i f fe re n t ia l geom etry , w ith  respect to the pseudom etric  (0 . 1 ).
Notes.
For an even tua l H opf-R Inow  type theorem , c f . [ 6 ] ;  but D ow ling 's 
re s u lts  d o n 't look to be app llab le  to our s itu a tio n .
For a d e ta ile d  a n a ly tic  study o f a re la te d  p ro b le m  (the  study o f 
geodesics in  the group o f volum e p re s e rv in g  d lffe o m o rp h ls m s  o f a 
m a n ifo ld  M), c f .  the a r t ic le  by Ebln and Marsden [7 ] .
Remarks.
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The p ro o f o f Theorem  8.3 is  quite  easy. We supp o rt the idea that 
E u le r's  equation (2 .1 ) should be considered as an o rd in a ry  d iffe re n t ia l 
equation, even i f  in  a in f in ite  d im ensiona l space , w ith  the Laplacian 
p lay ing  the ro le  o f an a lg e b ra ic  te rm , re p re se n tin g  the cu rva tu re  o f 5 ; 
as i t  should be, being an equation describ ing  geodesics.
I f  the connection A on P—»M does not s a t is fy  the cond itions  in 
lem m a 6 .2 , so that the associated Laplacian A a I s not In v e rtib le , then 
we do not expect ex is tence and uniqueness th e o re m s to hold fo r  the 
Cauchy System  (8 .1 ). Indeed, le t  us suppose w e  are  look ing  fo r  a 
so lu tion  o f (6 . 1 ), expressed as a fo rm a l p ow er s e r ie s  in t:
F (t) * S  t* F, w ith  F, e g. . Then (6 .1 ) becomes:
J*o /  1
l / | . l  2  [F,_h. A aF J  V | iO  (6 .8 )
Oshs)
To so lve  ( 6 .8 ) we have to proceed by in d u c t io n  on j; but, I f  the 
cond itions  o f lem m a 6.2  are  not s a t is f ie d , then the Lap lacian A a Is 
n e ith e r in je c tiv e  o r su r je c tiv e ; th e re fo re , at each stage, a choice o f an 
Fj is  not a lw ays poss ib le , o r, when possib le , i t  is  not unique.
In th is  case, try in g  to so lve  the Cauchy p ro b le m  fo r  the second 
Eu ler equation looks m ore p rom is in g : 
d /dt (dAt* A (') -  0 A(O) -  A 0, A'(O) -  A'0
A '(t) c Im  T*(M ) )  (S‘9)
We indeed expect ex is tence  and uniqueness theorem s to hold fo r  
(6 .9 );  but ra th e r  than c o n s id e r (6 .9 ) d i r e c t ly  (one could use the 
conse rva tio n  o f the m omentum, to r e s t r ic t  the p ro b lem  to in teg ra tio n  
of a vec to r f ie ld ,  but the m ain d i f f ic u l ty  w o u ld  be then the non- lin e a r
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na tu re  o f the space on w h ic h  i t  w o u ld  be d e fin e d  -  a f in i te  
codim ensional subspace o f a gauge o rb it  ), I t  may be m ore f r u i t f u l  to 
r e s t r ic t  onese lf to the s tudy  o f based gauge group and gauge Lie 
algebras in a f i r s t  place.
We are  not expe rts  In  the subject, so we p re fe r  to  leave the 
problem  open.
7 . S ta tio n a ry  ?elMt1<?n? and harm onic e le m e n t?.
Let P—*M be an U (N )-p r1nc ip a l bundle over a com pact Riemannian 
m a n ifo ld  M; Let A e A  (P) be a fixe d  connection on I t  ; le t  $ be the 
gauge group o f smooth autom orph ism s o f P—»M, and le t g. be its  Lie 
a lgebra o f smooth sections o f ad (P) —*M.
D e fin it io n . A so lu tion  F: [a ,b ]-»  g o f the 1st Euler equation:
d /dt A aF ♦ [ A aF, F ] -  0 (2.1 )
is  ca lled  s ia tiQ uary  i f
d /dt (A aF) -  0 -  [F, A a F] (7.1 )
Example?-
(1) Take F independant of tim e, s a tis fy in g  the eq. :
b Ai f )  -  X(x)F(x).
( I t )  In the case o f geodesics in S 0(3), desc rib ing  the m otion o f 
a r ig id  body w ith  one f ix e d  po in t in  IR3 (c f.§ 5 ), s ta tio n a ry  so lu tions
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a re  ju s t pu re  ro ta t io n s  o f the body, w ith  r o ta t io n  axes the 
e igenvecto rs  o f the In e r t ia  o pe ra to r. They are 1 -p a ra m e te r subgroups
o f S 0 (3 ).
( I l l )  In the case o f geodesics in the group o f vo lum e  p reserv ing  
d lffe o m o rp h ls m s  o f a m a n ifo ld  M, d e s c r ib in g  th e  m o tion  o f an 
In co m p re ss ib le  Idea l f lu id  In M, s ta tio n a ry  s o lu tio n s  a re  just those 
w h ic h  preserve the v e lo c ity  vec to r of the f lu id ,  In each po in t o f M.
Le t now B be another connection.Then A -  B Is a *u(N)-valued 1 -  
fo rm ,  and we may consider the L2-  energy:
E: i4. (P) —► R E(B) -  1 /2  / M (A-B, A-B)a>T. (H) (7.2)
D e fin itio n s .
( I )  We c a ll B harm onic (w ith  respect to  A) I f  B is  a c r it ic a l 
p o in t f o r  E In Its  o rb it .
( I I )  We say tha t g e 5 Is  h a rm o n ic  ( Is  an h a rm o n ic  elem ent, 
o r an harm onic gauge), w ith  respec t to A, I f  g^A  Is  an harm onic 
connection  (w .r . t.  A).
Proposition 7 .1 . W ith the notations above:
(1) B Is harm onic (w .r . t .  A)
I f  and only I f  
I f  and only i f  
( 1 0
I f  and only I f  
I f  and only I f  
I f  and only I f  
C orollaru 7 .2 .
dA*  (A -B ) -  0 
A Is harm onic (w .r . t .  B). 
g e 5 Is harm onic (w .r . t .  A) 
dA*(A  -  g .A  ) -  0 
dA*  (A -  (g 'l )* (A ) ) -  0
dA*(g'‘dA9 ) • 0
(7.3)
(7 .4 )
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g e Q Is ha rm on ic  **=> g l  is  harm onic.
P ro o f.
(1) B Is  harm onic w ith  re s p e c t to A I f  and on ly  I f  every v a r ia tio n  
B' o f B, w h ich  Is  tangent to  the  gauge o rb it ,  Is  o rth o g o n a l to the 
distance vec to r A-B. But the tangent space In B to the 5 - o r b it  Is  given 
by (3 .1 ) Im dB; so B Is ha rm on ic  w .r . t .  A I f  and only I f  A -B  e (Im  dB)A -  
Ker dB* .
But dA*  (A-B) -  dA*  (A -B ) (7 .5 )
because, fo r  each X, Y e g .® T *(M ), we have : [X, *Y ] ♦ [Y, *X ] -  0; 
(w here  *  is  the usual Hodge *  op e ra to r).
(1 i )  eas ily  fo llo w s  fro m  (1), and from  fo rm u la  ( 1 .8 ).
□
C o ro lla ry  7.2 states that the in vo lu tio n :
J: * 5 J(9) ■ 9'1
r e s t r ic ts  to the space o f h a rm on ic  elem ents o f 5* The f ix e d  point 
set o f J Is:
G R ( S ) - ( g e S l g 2 -  l )  (7.G)
(GR stays fo r  G rassm annlan); I t  may be Id e n tif ie d  w ith  the space o f 
subbundles o f the com plex v e c to r  bundle V—*M ca n o n ica lly  associa ted 
to P—»M v ia  the standard re p re se n ta tio n  of U(N) In C N. Indeed, g2 -  1 I f  
and on ly i f  we can w r i te  (u n iq ue ly ) g -  (p 1-  p) (7 .7 )
w h ere  p = p2 Is the h e rm lt la n  p ro je c tion  o p e ra to r onto a subbundle 
{2. o f V—»M; and p 1  -  (p X)2 -  1 -p  Is  the h e rm ltla n  p ro je c tio n  o pe ra to r 
onto the h e rm ltla n  com plement o f j*.
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D e f in it io n .  We say that a subbundle p. o f V -*M  Is  ha rm onic w ith  
re s p e c t to a connection A I f  the associated e lem ent g -  p 1-  p e GR(5) 
Is ha rm o n ic  (w .r . t.  A).
P ro p o s it io n  7 .3 - Let g £ 5, g2 -  1 , so tha t g -  (p ^  -  p). Then we 
have:
(1 )  E(g) -  l / 2  Ig .A  -  Al2 -  2 J m (dAp, dAp)
(2 )  The fo llo w in g  sta tem ents are equ iva len t.
( I ) g Is harm onic.
( I I )  g Is a c r i t ic a l  po in t o f the energy (7 .2 ), w ith  respect 
to v a r ia t io n s  in GR(5).
( I I I )  [ A Ap,p] -  0 (7 .8 )
P ro o f .
( 1 ) fo llo w s  fro m  patient com puta tions, w h ich  w e p re fe r  to om it.
(2 )  By (1), ( i i )  is  equ iva lent to p being a c r i t ic a l  po in t o f
E(p) -  2 J (d Ap,dAp)
In  the  space o f p’s. We a llo w  v a r ia t io n s  o f the fo rm : t l—*h-1ph, 
w h e re  h :(-e,e)—*5» h(O) -  1 . T h e re fo re  p'- [ p, v ], w ith  ve g.; and
E'(p) -  4 J(p ', A ap ) -  - 4  J (v , [p ,A Ap]
T h e re fo re  E'(p) « 0 Vve 9 [p ,A Ap] -  0
By prop. 7.1, g Is ha rm onic I f  and only I f  dA* ( g #A -A ) -  0. We can 
use lo c a l coord inates on M, Id e n t ify in g  the connection  A, w ith  a 1 - 
fo rm  Ae g.®T*(M), w ith  dA(. ) -  d(. ) + [ i ,  . ]; then we have :
9* ( A )  -  A -  g-1Ag ♦ g-1dg -  A ; w r i te  g = l - 2 p  :
g . ( A ) -  A -  2(2pAp -  p *  -  Sp .  [p , d p ) ) .  2  ( tp . dp ♦ [S ,p ] ] ) •
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- 2 (  [ p, dAp ] ) ; and we have:
dA* [p ,d Ap] -  [p. A Ap ] .
□
E xa m p le , le t P - M x U(N), so that 5 -  { sm ooth maps M—*U(N) }, and 
GR((3) -  {  smooth maps M—»Gk(C N), w ith  I s k s N - l  ) ; and le t  A be the 0 -  
connectlon , g iven by standard  d if fe re n t ia t io n .  Then an elem ent In 5 
(re sp . In GR(5) ) Is ha rm on ic  I f  and only I f  I t  Is  an h a rm o n ic  map 
M—»U(N) (resp . M—*Gk (C N) ). The equiva lence o f (1) and (11) Is nothing 
but the standard  fa c t that an harm onic map In to  Gk(C N) Is  harm onic I f  
and on ly  i f  I t  Is  ha rm onic as a map Into U(N). T h is  Is  consequence of 
the fa c t that the in c lu s io n  map (7 .7 ), v iew ed as a map Gk (C N)—»U(N) Is 
to ta l ly  geodesic.
Let g -  (pX-p )  s 5 define  a subbundle j* s V—»M. We associa te  to £  the 
loop:
gt : [0 , 2tt] -♦ 5 t l- *  (p 1 ♦ e1! p) -  exp ( itp )
I t  Is a one p a ram e te r subgroup  o f 5 .
T h e o r e m  7 .4 .  Let g e 5 , g 2 -  1; and le t  gt -  exp ( Itp )  be the 
associated 1 -pa ram e te r subgroup o f tj, as above.
Then the fo llo w in g  statem ents are  equ iva lent.
( I )  g -  gn Is  an harm onic element o f 5»
( I I )  tl—► gt Is  a ( s ta t io n a ry )  geo des ic  In  5 » le ng th  
tr(2 E (g ))1/2.
P ro o f.
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g -g n is  harm onic [ A Ap,p] -  0
gt is  a geodesic F -  g 'g 1 s a tis f ie s  the f i r s t  Eu ler equation (2 .1 ): 
d /d t A aF ♦ [A aF,F] -  0 
F -  1 p sa tis f ie s  [A a F, F] -  0.
Moreover the length o f gt is  :
L(gt) -  2 tt ldAp| -  2 tt ( l /2 E ( g ))1 /2  -  t t  (2E(g))1/2‘
□
D e fin itio n . The geodesic length spectrum  o f £ (w ith  respect to the 
connection A) Is  the set o f length of closed geodesics In £.
The enerau spectrum  of harm onic elem ents o f £ (w .r . t .  A is  the set 
o f ene rg ies o f ha rm on ic  e lem ents o f £ . In  p a r t ic u la r ,  the energy 
spectrum  of ha rm onic subbundles of V—»M is  the energy spectrum  of 
ha rm onic idem potent elem ents g o f £.
C o ro l la ry  7 .5 . The energy spectrum  o f ha rm on ic  subbundles of 
V—»M is  conta ined in  1 /2  t t 2 the square  o f the geodesic length 
spectrum  o f £.
P ro o f.
By theorem  7 .4 , we can associa te  to each harm onic g - 
(p x-p ) the closed geodesic tl—* g, -  (p1  ♦ eft p).
□
Example.
Let us co n s id e r, fo r  s im p l ic i ty ,  the case when M Is a com pact 
Rlemann su rfa ce  o f genus h, P - MxU(N), and A Is the zero connection. 
Then the cons truc tion  1n th is  5 associates to each harm onic map
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g . (pA-p ):  M—»Gk(C N) the geodesic In the group $ o f smooth maps 
M—»U(N) gt-  exp(1tp ).
By a theorem  of K lllln g b a ck  [1 2 ], -  TT2 (U(N)2h ® tt3 (U(N)) ss Z.
T h e re fo re  we can associa te  a degree 6(gt) to each map g1:S 1—»5*
M ore o ve r, we can d e fin e  the to p o lo g ic a l degree d(g) o f a map 
g:M2—»Gk( C N ) as the a lg e b ra ic  degree o f the Induced map In 
cohomology: f * :H 2 (Gk(C N), Z ) s  Z —»Za H2 (M ,Z).
P ro p o s it io n  7.B Let g:M2—»Gk(C N), and le t  g, be the associa ted 1 - 
p a ra m e te r subgroup o f the space 5 maps M2 —>U(N). Then the 
to p o lo g ic a l degree o f g Is  equal to the to p o lo g ica l degree o f the loop 
9t-
P ro o f (sketch ).
To com pute the degree o f gt, we v iew  gt not as a loop In 5» but as a 
map f ro m  M2 In to  the "loop  group" ( c f .  [ 2 ] )  QU(N). The p o s it iv e  
g e n e ra to r  o f the second cohom ology g roup  o f ftU (N ) Is  the le f t  
in v a r ia n t ,  s y m p le c t lc  2 - fo r m  S (c f.  [ 2 ] ,  [2 2 ])  induced v ia  le f t  
tra n s la tio n  by:
S ( f , X ) - l / 81„ 2  J s l « ' .X>
fo r  5 , x  in  the Lie a lgebra  o f QU(N).
T h e re fo re , doing some com putation (c f.  [2 1 ], [2 2 ]) ,  we get :
M g , ) -  J M(g ,) * (S ) -  i / 2 tt J M IPA^ Pl2 -  lpA3pl2 -  d(g)
□
R e m a rk . The co n s tru c tio n s  In th is  5 m ay be genera lized  to o ther
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groups and s y m m e tr ic  spaces, ra th e r  than U(N) and the com plex 
Grassm annlan.
As an exam ple, le t  M be a com pact R lem annlan m a n ifo ld  o f even 
d im ension, and le t  A be a connection on I ts  tangent space. Let $ be the 
gauge group:
5 -  {  smooth orthogonal sections o f Aut(M)—*M }
We may define , v ia  A, a r ig h t  In v a r ia n t m e tr ic  on 5 . as In S i.
Let us consider the space:
3 -  { j  e 5 I J 2 -  - 1  }
3 may be described as the space o f a lm ost com plex s tru c tu re s  on M, 
w h ich  are com patib le  w ith  Its  given Rlemannlan s tru c tu re .
We consider the energy E : 5 —» IR, and I ts  re s tr ic t io n  to 3; then we 
may de fine  the spaces o f ha rm on ic  e lem ents o f 5 . and of harm onic 
a lm ost complex s tru c tu re s , as above.
We assoc ia te  to  each a lm os t com p lex  s tru c tu re  J on M, the 1 - 
pa ram ete r subgroup of Q:
t|—» g, -  exp(tJ) -  cos t ♦ J sen t.
We have then a com plete analogue o f theorem  7.3.
P ro p o s it io n  7 .7 . The fo llo w in g  statem ents are equiva lent.
(I) g, - exp(tJ) Is a (stationary) geodesic In 5-
( I I )  J -  g ^ / j  Is an harm onic a lm ost com plex s tru c tu re .
( I l l )  [A aJ, J ] -  0
Note: eq. (7 .1 0 ) was f i r s t  shown to me by C. M. Wood.
(7 .10)
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8 . H a rm o n ic  gauges on R lem ann S u rfa c e s  & Z a k h a ro v -S h a b a t 
rep resen ta tion .
2
Let us take now M -  M compact Riemann su rfa ce , equipped w ith  an 
h e rm ltia n  m e tr ic ,  and P—»M p r in c ip a l U(N)-bundle o v e r  M. Let 5 •  
Aut(P) be the gauge group, and g- Its  Lie algebra.
I t  Is w e ll-k n o w n  tha t the unique to p o log ica l In v a r ia n t  o f a U(N)- 
p r ln c lp a l bundle P—»M2 Is its  f i r s t  Chern c lass C j(P ) e H2 (M,Z) = Z; or 
equ iva len tly , the norm a lised  1st Chern class:
M(P) -  c x(P )/ra n k  P (8.1)
Let A  -  A  (P) be the space o f connections on P—*M. We consider 
the subspace o f A(P):
A M (P) -  {  Ae A  (P) I *K (A ) .  -21TT ¡l(P) }  (8.2)
cons is ting  o f connections w ith  constant cen tra l c u rv a tu re  -21rrp(P). 
The space A P I s  not em pty, because by a w e ll k n o w n  theorem of 
Naraslm han and S eshadrl, I t  conta ins, In p a r t ic u la r ,  s ta b le  bundles 
(c f. [3 ] ,  [5 ]) .  I ts  “ tangent space" at each point B e A  P Is  g iven  by:
T B( A M) -  {  ke r dB: g® T *(M ) - g ® A 2T *(M ) }  (8.3)
We re m a rk  tha t A  ^  Is s tab le  under the a c tio n  o f  $ . I n f in i t ­
e s im a lly , th is  Is expressed by com paring (8 .3 ) and (3 .1 ) :  Indeed, fo r  
each B e A  ^  we get, f ro m  (1 .5 ) and the constant c e n t ra l cu rva tu re  
cond ition  fo r  the connection B, we get:
doodo -  0 (8.4)
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so that:
Tg(«4>^) ■ ke r dg 2  Im  dg ■ Tg(Ç.B)
For the sake o f s im p lic ity ,  1 i B we say tha t B Is  a connection
w ith  p -c u rv a tu re .
As usual, we f ix  now a co n n e c tio n  A on P—*M; m oreover, w e take A 
w ith  p -c u rv a tu re . As In §7, w e  m ay form  the L2 -energy:
E: A—» IR
E(B) -  l / 2  IA-BI2 -  l / 2  J  T r (A -B )  a. (A -B )  ( 8 .S)
Rem arks.
Because o f the co n fo rm a l In va ria n ce  of the Hodge « -o p e ra to r  on 1 -  
fo rm s  In d im ension 2, E Is  In v a r ia n t  w ith  re sp e c t w ith  co n fo rm a l 
changes of m e tr ic  on M. S im i la r ly ,  the usual r ig h t  In va ria n t m e tr ic  on 
the gauge group Ç, given by r ig h t  tra n s la tio n  o f (0 . 1 ), Is  c o n fo rm a lly  
In v a ria n t, and th e re fo re  the equ a tions  fo r  geodesics In Ç. What is  not 
c o n fo rm a lly  In v a r ia n t Is  th e  con d itio n  fo r  a connection  to have 
co n s ta n t cu rva tu re , since 1t needs a volume fo rm  on M, In  o rd e r to 
make sense. Anyway, once w e  have chosen the space A  ^ , we w i l l  
need on ly  a co n fo rm a l c la s s  o f  m e tr ic s  on M2 , l.e . a com p lex  
s tru c tu re , In the fo llo w in g .
As In $7, we define  the space s o f h a rm on ic  connections , and o f 
ha rm o n ic  gauges (a lw a ys  w i t h  respect to  the  f ix e d  p -c u rv a tu re  
connection A).
P ro p o s it io n  8 . 1 . Let B be a connection w ith  p -c u rv a tu re  on P—*M2. 
Let us denote $  -  l / 2  (A -B ) € Ç.®T*(M), Q -  l / 2  (A+B) e A ( P ) .
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Then the fo llo w in g  statem ents a re  equiva lent:
( I )  B Is ha rm onic ( w . r . t .  A) .
( I I ) fo r  each t e [ 0 ,2 rr] the connection :
A, -  Q ♦ cos t *  ♦ sen t A0 ■ A, An -  B (8 .6) 
has p -c u rv a tu re .
( I I I )  fo r  each t € [ 0 , 2 tt]  A U it Is harm onic w ith  respect to A,.
( 1v ) (Q, $ ) s a tis f ie s  the fo llo w in g  system  of equations.
f  *(K(Q) ♦ 1 / 2  [ $ ,$ ] )  -  —21 tt m ( P )
(8 .7 )
P r o of.
We know , by p rop . 7 .1, that B Is  ha rm onic w . r . t .  A I f  and only I f  
dA» (A -B )  ■ 0. Th is  Is  equivalent to  d g ( * $ )  -  0 . But we have:
K (A t) -  1 /2  (1+cos t ) K(A) ♦ 1 /2  (1 -co s  t)  K(B) ♦ 1 /2  COS t d0*(A -B ) 
T h e re fo re  *K (A t) -  -2 n 1 p  dB*(A -B ) -  0 , *K (A ) -  *K (B ) -  -21 n p  
M oreover *K (A ) -  *K (B ) ■ - 2 1 tt>i  I s equ iva lent to:
*(K (Q ) ♦ 1 /2  [$ ,$ ]  ) -  -2 lT ip (P ), dQ*  -  0
M oreover, the Invariance  o f the system (8 .7 ) under the S 1 -act1on : 
* 1—* cost *  ♦ sen t *  *
Im p lie s  that w e could have chosen as A, B any p a ir o f connections
□
Rem arks.
We have succeeded In re p re se n tin g  the n o n -lin e a r system  (8.7 ) In 
th e  fo rm  o f ji- c u rv a tu re  cond ition  fo r  a loop o f connections A,, o r, In
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other w o rd s , In  the fo rm  o f a ( lo c a l)  c o m p a tib ility  c o n d itio n  fo r  a 
loop of lin e a r  systems:
dAt v t ■ 0 v:[0,2tt] g
Thls k ind  o f rep resen ta tion  Is usua lly  ca lled  Z akh a ro v - Shabat (c f. 
[2 3 ]) ,  o r O -cu rva tu re  re p re se n ta tio n  o f the non lin e a r  system  (8.7), 
and connects Its  study w ith  the th e o ry  o f c o m p le te ly  in te g ra b le  
system , and so llto n -ty p e  equations (c f.  [2 3 ]) .  The re p re se n ta tio n  Is  
fundam ental In  analysing the so lu tions  o f (8 .7 ) .
For exam ple, In the p a r t ic u la r  case, P= MxU(N), p -O , A-O, the loop 
o f connections ( ( 8.6) has been used to g ive co m p le te  g e o m e tr ica l 
d esc rip tions  o f harm onic maps S2—»U(N) (c f . [2 0 ], [2 2 ])  and T 2—»SU(2) 
( c f . [ 10 ]).
(2 ) The Hodge ope ra to r *  v e r if ie s  ( * ) 2 - - l  on 1 - fo rm s  over M; I t  
de fines in  th is  way a com plex s tru c tu re  on the space o f  connections. 
The loop ( 8 .6 ) Is  then a c ir c le ,  o f ce n tre  Q and ra y  $ , ly in g  In a 
com plex a f f in e  subspace o f A  (P) o f com plex d im en s ion  1. Convers­
e ly , g iven  any such c ir c le ,  ly in g  In  the space o f  ji - c u rv a tu re  
conn ections , then Its  c e n tre  Q and any one o f I ts  ra y s  $ , are a 
so lu tions  o f (8 .7 ).
The fo l lo w in g  d e f in it io n  has q u ite  a t ra n s p a re n t g e o m e tr ica l 
meaning, and I t  can be g iven the r ig h t  v a r ia tio n a l J u s t if ic a t io n , exactly 
as fo r  def. 3 .1.
p.ef 1 ni t i pn- We say that a path A, o f j i - c u rv a tu re  connections on
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P—*M Is  a geodes ic  pa th  ( In  the space A  M o f  p - c u r v a tu re  
connections) I f  fo r  each t the acce le ra tio n  vec to r A tM Is  orthogona l to 
A ^ .
Because o f (8 .4 ), th is  1s e q u iva le n t to saying th a t, fo r  each t, A t" 
lie s  In : Im  dA j: g-®A2T *(M )-*g .® T *(M ).
P ro p o s it io n  8 .2 -  Let (Q, * )  be so lu tions  o f (8 .7 ) on P -*M 2. Let A, be 
the associated loop o f p -c u rv a tu re  connections ( 8.6).
Then the fo llo w in g  s ta tem ents  are  equiva lent.
(0  A , is  a g e o d e s ic  loop in  the space o f  p -c u rv a tu re
connections.
( II )  A t lie s  In the sam e 5 - o rb lt  fo r  each t.
( I I I )  A, is  a geodesic lo op  in a 5 - o rb lt  o f connections.
(1v) 3 g, :[0,2tt] —► Q geodesic loop such that
(9 t)# (A 0) -  A, f o r  each t. (8 .8 )
P ro o f.
( I l l )  and (1 v) are  e q u iv a le n t,  as no ticed  In S3; m o re o ve r (111) 
obv ious ly  Im p lie s  ( i l ) ,  w h ich  in  tu rn  is  equ iva lent to :
fo r  each t the ve lo c ity  v e c to r  A't Is  tangent to the ^ -a c t io n : l.e .
fo r  each t , A't e Im dAt: g.—*g.®T*(M ).
But A 't -  *  A"t, so (11) 1s e q u iva len t to (1). M oreover (1) Im p lie s  :
(A t rem a ins  In the same 5 - o r b l t  fo r  each t)  ♦ (A“ telm  dAfc Ker dAf), 
w h ich  im p lie s  ( 111).
□
Bsm arks-
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( 1 )  The "momentum“ (c f.  54,5) of the loop o f connections A, Is: 
dA,*(A,*) -  - 1 /4  [A -B .A -B ] -  - [ * ,  * ]  .
(2 )  In the case M Is the Rlemann sphere, the loop Gt In ( 8.8 ) 
a lw a y s  e x is ts . This Is  due to the fa c t that on C P 1, the space A  ^  of 
connections w ith  ji- c u rv a tu re  a lw ays consis ts  of a sing le  (¿-orb it (c f. 
[ 2 2 ] ) .
(3 )  Let us cons ider the case when P-M2 x ll(N ), ji-O , A -0  ; 5 1s 
then Isom o rph ic  to the space o f smooth maps fro m  M2 Into U(N).Then 
we can look at the loop ( 8 .8) gt:S 1—»5 as a map G: M2-»  Qu(N), where 
QU(N) Is  the "loop group" o f U(N) ( c f [2 ]) .  The map G has been ca lled  by 
U h lenbeck [2 0 ] "extended so lu tion ” ; I t  Is  a ho lom orph ic  map In to  the 
I n f in i t e  d im ensiona l K ah le r m a n ifo ld  fiU (N ). I ts  degree Is (c f. [2 2 ])  
1/8tt the energy o f the harm onic map g „ :  M2—*U(N)
(4 )  K lllln g b a ck  has computed In [1 2 ] the homotopy groups o f 
the gauge groups 5 ■ { smooth maps M2—* U(N) ) (c f .  a lso Prop. 7.6).
(5 )  The length o f the loop A t In (8 .6) Is (c f.  theorem  7.4):
L(A,) - J  2"  (A', A')1/2 - TT IA-BI - TT (2E (B))1/2.
0 A
(B ) A theorem  ensuring the existence o f ha rm onic connections 
In O -cu rva tu re  o rb its , has been g iven by Gaveau ( c f . [ 8 ]).
(7 )  We re m a rk  that the even tual existence o f the loop Gt (8 .8 ) 
Im p lie s  the Morse In s ta b il ity  o f each connection A Uw, harm onic w ith  
re s p e c t to At; (c f. [2 2 ] fo r  a com putation o f the energy Hessian).
9 . g e o d e s ic ?  tn gauge..group? g y e r  R le m ann ? M rfa £ e s ..p rP d Mc? 
holpm prphlc data-
Let, l ik e  In  the prev ious §, P—*M2 be a p r in c ip a l U(N)-bundle over a 
com pact R lem ann s u rfa ce  M -  M2, A a f ix e d  connection  w ith  in­
cu rva tu re  on P, 5 the gauge group of autom orph ism s o f P.
Let gt:[a ,b ]— be a geodesic path In  5- We have shown the geodesic 
cond ition  to be equivalent to the 2nd E u ler equation:
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w here A, -  (gt) ,A .
Equation (3 .2 ) means tha t the 1 - fo rm  *A " t Is dAt-c lo se d , fo r  each t. 
But A, has | i- c u rv a tu re  fo r  each t, so tha t dA |odA t ■ 0 , and we can 
p e rfo rm  an Hodge decom position:
w here v, and Ht are paths in g- and g.0 T *(M ), re s p e c tiv e ly . Applying 
now to (9 .2 )  the standard  decom position  o f T *(M ) 0  C In (1 ,0 ) and 
(0 ,1 ) pa rts , re la t iv e  to the complex s tru c tu re  on M, we get:
I f  | i- 0  and the connection A Is  t r i v ia l  (A -  j ' l dj), then we may eas ily  
get fro m  (9 .3 )  a path o f ho lom orph lc  1 - fo rm s :
I f  th is  Is not the case, then the standard  t r ic k ,  In  o rd e r to e x tra c t
dA |.A - t -  0 Vt (3.2)
(9 .1 )
(9.2)
H i ­
ts.!)
« z ,t ■ (I9) ‘H2,i 09) 3 0* ,I -  0
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In te re s tin g  objects fro m  (9 .3 ), is  to app ly U (N )- in va ria n t po lynom ia ls 
to Hz t  (c f.  [1 1 ], o r the C hern -W eil theory o f c h a ra c te r is t ic  classes).
For a p rooo f of the fo llo w in g  P ropo s ition , c f .  [1 1 ].
P ro p o s it io n  9 .1 . Let gt be a geodesic path In and le t HZfl be the 
path In g.®T*(M ) obtained by the above procedure . Then :
( I)  fo r  each k fc l,  the c o e ff ic ie n t o f XN~k In det (Hz>t-X I)  is  a 
path o f ho lom orph lc  k -d lf fe re n t ia ls  on M;
( I I ) g e n e ric a lly , the space
Mt~ -  {  (2 , X) 6 T * 1 >0(M) I det(Hz>t -  X I ) .  0 }
is  a k - fo ld ,  t-dependant branched covering  o f M; and the eigenspace 
bundle L t -  Ker(H z t - X I )  s V—*M is  a path o f ho lom orp h lc  lin e  
bundles over Mt~.
R e m a rk s . I t  is  p o ss ib le  to re ve rse  the w h o le  procedu re , fin d in g  
back HZft f ro m  Mt~ and Lt ( c f .  [ 5 ] ,  [1 1 ], and [2 2 ]) .
T h is  c o n s tru c tio n  does not appear anyw ay to  be u se fu l in  the 
d e sc rip tio n  o f geodesics In gauge groups over Riemann su rfa ces : its  
g e o m e tr ic a l m eaning is  In  fa c t obscure , and m ore ove r the Cauchy 
p ro b le m  (S .9 ) does not tra n s la te  in to  a Cauchy p ro b lem  fo r  
h o lom orp h ic  d i f fe r e n t ia ls  o r ho lom orp h lc  lin e  bundles. We be lieve , 
anyway, tha t the re  a re  m ore th ings to say on the subject. As a ve ry 
lim ite d  a ttem pt to fo rm u la te  questions, c f .  next S.
10. Some p rob lem s and ideas.
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(1 ) I t  is  w e ll known that the m otion of a r ig i d  body w ith  one 
f ix e d  po in t is  a com p le te ly  in te g ra b le  H a m ilto n ia n  system . More 
g e n e ra lly , the geodesic f lo w  on a f in i te  d im e n s io n a l sem is im p le  Lie 
g ro u p , endowed w ith  a r ig h t - in v a r ia n t  R le m a n n la n  m e tr ic ,  is  
com ple te ly  In teg rab le  i f  and only i f  the associated E u le r  equation:
M' -  [u ,  M]
(w h ich  Is In the fo rm  of a Lax p a ir) , may be w r i t t e n  in the stronger 
fo rm  o f a "Lax p a ir w ith  spectra l param eter":
M'x  -  C « x . Mx] X e C
I f  so, a l l the e igenva lues o f Mx , fo r  each X , w o u ld  p rov ide  
conserved qua n tities  fo r  the m otion, In s u f f ic ie n t  num ber to ensure 
com plete In te g ra b ility  (c f.[1 4 ]) .
We ask the fo llo w in g  problem : when is  the geo d e s ic  f lo w  in gauge 
g roups a com p le te ly  in te g ra b le  in f in ite  d im e n s io n a l H am ilton ian  
system ? The case o f gauge groups of bundles over R iem ann surfaces, 
as in  § 8 , 9, Is the one when the answ er Is m ore l i k e ly  to be positive , 
because of the c o n fo rm a l In va ria n ce  o f the e q u a tio n s , and of an 
a lrea dy  la rge amount o f recent re s u lts  in re la te d  s u b je c ts . We have 
t r ie d ,  but w ith o u t any success, to co n s tru c t new  In te g ra ls  of the 
m otion , in addition to the ones described In §4, In the  fo rm  of spectra l 
func tions  of m a trice s  o r o f d iffe re n t ia l operators.
(2 ) (Again In the case of Riemann su rfa ces).
Uhlenbeck has described (In  [2 0 ])  a deco m po s ition  o f an extended
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so lu tion  (8 .8 ), w h ich  In  §8 we proved to be a geodesic o f 5 * In  te rm s of 
1 -p a ra m e te r su b g ro u p s  o f 5 » s a t is fy in g  c e r ta in  h o lo m o rp h lc lty  
cond itions.
I t  1s possib le to p e r fo rm  a s im i la r  p rocedu re , using some so rt of 
Ite ra tio n  o f the c o n s tru c tio n  In §7, fo r  some c la ss  o f closed geodesics 
in  5 ?
(3 ) Is It  p o s s ib le  to describe  In a s im p le  way, fo r  example In 
te rm s  o f the geodesic length spectrum  and o f the Lap lace-spectrum  of 
P—*M , the geodesic le ng th  spectrum  o f 5 7 ( c f . C o ro lla ry  7.5 and 
[ 2 1 ]).
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1. The loop eroup QUfNV
The following facts are standard, and may be found in (for example) [A], [E-LJ.
We consider the space:
£1U(N) -  { r  SI—.U(N) I Y is C“ , and YO) * I } ; and its "Lie algebra": 
O u (N )-  [ TI: S1—*u(N) I tl is C * , and n ( l ) - o }
If u, v are elements of Qu(N) , then there exist a Fourier expansion:
V - X a e , — «
and we introduce on Q*U(N) the inner product:
<“ ■*) -  X 0« j .  W <Uo.Ve) (1 .1 )
We give £2°°U(N) the Riemannian metric induced, via left translation, from (1,1). 
The following facts are well known.
(i) The space QU(N) is an infinite dimensional Frechct manifold; moreover, with 
respect to ordinary pointwise multiplication, it is a Banach Lie group, with Banach Lie 
algebra Í2*U(N).
( ii)  fiU(N) has a natural integrable almost complex structure, induced via left 
translation by the following anti-involution on Qn(N)
J w - i Z a , z . ( - i ) ‘*” a a -» .« )u 0  ( i .2 )
¡f  <'->•“ ) “a
(iii)  The complex structure and the metric induced by (1.1) and (1.2) give Í2U(N) 
the structure of an infinite dimensional ICáhler manifold.
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The associated K’dhler 2-form, normalised so as to be the positive generator of 
H2<nU(N),Z) a  Z is given by left translation of the 2-form on i2*u(N):
S ( i . O - t / « ^ / ( H ' . O *  (1-3)
(iv ) If M is a complex manifold, then a map f: M—►QU(N) is holomorphic if and 
only if the 1 -form Az ■ f*9f has only positive terms in the Fourier expansion:
A , = X  (1-X«)A„
o>0
If M is (for simplicity) a compact Riemann surface, and f  is a (sufficiently 
regular) map f: M—>QU(N) , then the topological degree o f f, defined as the algebraic 
degree of the induced map f*:H2(£2U(N),Z)»Z-H»ZaH^M.Z), is given by:
where f 'd f -  £  (l-X “)Aa  
a*0
The energy of f  is given by:
E (f) -  1/4)IX H IA J 1
In particular, if we define:
E’(f) •  l / 2.  X «  1A„P, and E"(f) -  W 2 .  X <-«) IA„P,
a>0 a<0
then we have:
E'(f) + E"(f) -  2 E(f)
E'(f) -  E"(f) ■ deg f
This is an (infinite dimensional) special case of a (finite dimensional) theorem of
Lichnerowicz (cf. [E-L U ).
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2. Generalized harmonic m aps and extended solutions.
Let now V—*S2 be an hermitian vector bundle over S2, endowed with the standard 
Riemannian metric. We follow here the notations of [ V3). We suppose p(V) ■
Ci(V)/rk V e  Z.
I-emma 2.1. Let A, B be connections with constant central curvature on V—*S2: 
*F(A) -  * F(B) -  -2ijt n(V). Then we have:
(i) A and B are connected by a complex gauge transformation G e
(ii) if A and B are unitary, then the gauge transformation is unitary Ge 5 .
Proof.
We consider on the vector bundle o f linear maps Hom(VA,VB) the induced 
connection, with covariant derivative dBtA :
djj.A <J> = dC> + BG> -  <1>A (in local coordinates). Then we have: 
d B,A  d B ,A  -  F(B) O  -  *  F(A) -  0
Therefore, on Hom(VA,VB), the connection induced from A and B is flat.
Because S2 is simply connected, for each pe S2, there exists then one and only one 
solution to the system:
( 2 . 1)
I dBA 4» = 0 
1 <D(p) -  I
Analogously, we can consider the induced flat connection on the space Hom(VB, 
VA): then there exist one and only one solution to the system:
I d A . B ' P - O
l  T ip) - 1
The composed <t>*F is then a dA-covariant section of Hom(VA, VA), which is the
identity in p. We deduce then that O 'P «  I, so that <I> is invertible and <I>,(B) -  A.
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Suppose now that both A, B are unitary connections.Then we have: 
I dB (Cxl>*) -  0
/  OO* (p) -  I ( 2 .2 )
Reasoning as above, we then conclude that <D <D* *  I. Therefore the gauge 
transformation <X> is unitary. □
Let us consider now (as in [V31) a solution (A, <D) of the system of equations:
(  *(F(A) + 1  [®, 4>] ) .  -2ni |l(V)
[5 a<R2 -  0 (>>
where A is a unitary connection o f curvature F(A), on the heimitian vector bundle 
V—>S2 ; and <X> is a 1- form with coefficients in the skew-symmetric endomorphisms 
o f  V.
As in [U], and [V31, (A,<I>) is a solution of (*) if and only if  the Uhlenbeck loop of 
connections:
A * -  A + A.<t>2 + X 1 <J>2 AeC* (2.2)
consists of connections with constant central curvature:
*F(Ax) -  -27ri|i(V) VA. eC*
The following is an immediate corollary of lemma 2.1, and mimics the construction 
in [UJ.
Proposition  2 .2 .
There exist a loop of complex gauge transformations:
Gx,: S1 —»5®. such that we have: G** (Ap) -  A^ (2.3)
Moreover, is unitary for IAI -  1.
□
Proposition 2.3. There exists a choice o f the loop G^ (2.4) such that we have a
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finite Fourier expansion:
V»T„ X t C '  (2 .4)
OSaSH
Proof.
The proof has been given in [V3] ; theorem 8 in [V3] is in fact equivalent to the 
factorization of G \  into product of unitons:
G j . -  (p Z + a .p ,)  (Pk± + *Pk> (2 .5 )
We remark that a different proof, more analitic in character, had been previously 
given by Uhlenbeck in [U]., in the special case V= S2 x CN, and A0 -  0. This proof 
consisted of 2 steps. First, it was proved that there exists an elliptic differential operator 
L (essentially the Jacobi operator for the energy, applied to sections of V), such that 
is in the kernel of L for each X. This part is easily generalisable to the twisted case 
we are considering now. Then, using the finite dimensionality of the kernel of L, 
Uhlenbeck managed to prove the finiteness of the Fourier expansion (2.4). We think 
that this second step is easily generalisable to our situation, but we have not checked the 
details.
Let us consider for a while the situation when V - S2x<CN, A0 = 0. Then G \  is a map 
Gx : S2—*£2U(N) ; and G"’5G = i  (1+X'1) Az, G '’3G = i  (1+X) Az ; therefore, 
modulo a change of parameter X—* -X, G \ is a holomorphic man S2—*QU(N) (cf.S 1).
If we call f -  G„, then f  is an harmonic map S2—»U(N); Uhlenbeck called the 
holomorphic map G \  : S2—»flU(N) extended solution (with respect to the original 
harmonic map f).
Moreover we have Jt2(i2U(N)) a Jt3(U(N) *Z , so that we may compute the 
topological degree of the map G^. The following remark is not included in IV11, mainly 
for reason of space, but it was the origin of the energy-reduction idea in [VI) : the
energy of harmonic maps S2—»U(N) is "a priori" integral.
Proposition 2.4. Let f : S2—»U(N) be an harmonic map; and let Gj^S2—»QU(N) 
be its associated holomorphic map. Then we have:
Energy (0  -  8ji deg G* (2.6)
Proof.
We have:
degiGO -S^Ox’iS)
where S is the 2-form (1.3) on the loop group C2U(N).
deg(G x)= 1 / 8 12 /  /  -4T r ( d /d l (G',3G)G',5g ) *
S2 S‘ '  '
•  1 / 8112/  /  , <-a)<W V ) Tr<A, Aj ) -  1 /g jj ( i  J r 'd fP ) -  1 / g *  E(0
s2 s* S*
□
R em arks.
(i) Proposition 2.4 has been generalised by Eells and Freed to the case of 
harmonic maps from S2 into any compact Lie group.
(ii) The integrality o f the energy of harmonic maps S2—>U(N) is also a 
consequence of Uhlenbeck's factorization theorem (2.5), as proved in [VI].
(iii) The energy is integral even in the case of solutions o f the system (*) on S2 (cf. 
Theorem 8 in [V3]). I t 's  possible to prove that an analogue of Proposition 2.4 holds: 
namely that the energy 2KW2 of a solution (A,G>) on V—*S2 is equal to 8tc the degree of 
the loop in the gauge group (2.4) Gj^S1—»5 .
Indeed, given any connection B with constant central curvature on V, then the 1 - 
form on 5 . defined by:
(o(G,v)=J* T riC ’daG dgv) fo rG e^, and v£Q- (2.7)
M2
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is closed, cohomologically non-trivial, and its cohomology class does not depend 
from the choice of the connection B . Therefore, we may use to, properly normalised, to 
compute the degree of the loop G^: as anticipated, the result is that this degree is 1 / 87t 
the energy of the solution (A,<I>).(cf. also some recent literature: [FA], for example).
3. Some rem irk on ihe unilon factorization
Let us return now to the general case of a solution (A,<I>) to the system (*) on the 
hermitian bundle V—»S2: let be the corresponding loop (2.3). The factorisation
(2.5) o f Gx. into product of unitons, obtained in [V3] (using other words) is quite 
uncostructive, because it is based on the Birkhoff-Grothendieck decomposition 
theorem for holomorphic vector bundles over the 2 - sphere. Here we show, among 
other things, that given a solution (A,<I>) of the system (*), the repeated addition o f the 
kernel bundle (alternatively, the Image bundle) of d>z as uniton, always makes us reach 
the O-energy solution, with <I>=0 , after a finite number of steps.
Lemma 3.1 Let (A,<1>) be a solution of (*) on V—»M2, and let (A, <P) be a new 
solution of (*), obtained by addition of a uniton g  £  V. Then we have:
(i) Tr (<Dz~)k -  Tr (d>z)^ Vk
(ii) O z~ p A -  p 1 <DZ, p  O z~ = «Dj j
Proof.
By(13) in [V3], we have,
*z~ = -(P-^AP) + (P^zP) + (p-^zP-1-)
Therefore:
Tr (©,-)!■ -  Tr {(p ^ ap)* -Kp®d>)k + (p1® ^ 1)1} -  Tr { (p© ji)k + ( p ^ p ^ }
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-  Tr { p (<Dz)k + p-t (<Dz)k } -  Tr (<!>*)*
Moreover, using the uniton equations, we get:
-Oj-p-L -  p1® # 1 -  p ■*<&*, pOz~ -  p®jp -  <DzP
□
Remarits.
We know (cf. tUl, IH]) th at, for each k, Tr (Oj)* is a holomorphic k-differential on 
the compact Riemann surface M2 (this means that, modulo passing to some branched 
covering of M2 (cf. M ), the eigenvalues of <1>Z are holomorphic 1-forms). Lemma 3.1 
(i) means that adding unitons do not change the spectrum of <I>Z.
In particular, on S2 there are no non-zero holomorphic k-differentials, therefore <1>Z 
is pointwise nilpotent. More generally, if we have a solution (A,<D) of (*) which is 
factorisable into unitons, then <DZ must be nilpotent, by lemma 3.1. This suggest the idea 
that "not many"(in a heuristic sense) solutions o f (*) on a generic Riemann Surface are 
product of unitons (cf. also fV31).
If we are anyway on S2, then the image and kernel bundles Im <DZ, Ker <DZ are well 
defined (up to a set of isolated points, where they may be regularised, cf. [Ul)* lemma 
3.1 (ii) implies then:
EC Ker<X>z4—+  Im<I>z~ G Ex (3.1)
Im<DzS  p  * = ♦  E 1  C Ker <1>Z-  (3.2)
This is the base of the following:
Proposition 3.2. Let (A, O ) be a solution of (*) on V—*S2. Then if we keep 
adding the uniton e -  Ker <I>Z, we eventually get the O-energy solution, with d> -  0.
Remark. As it will result obvious from the proof, the same statement holds for the
Image bundle Imd>z.
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Proposition 3.2 has also been obtained independently by J.C.Wood.
Proof.
If K is the canonical line bundle of (1,0) forms over S2, then <I>Z induces 
holomorphic section of:
K ® Hom(V/KeKDz, In*l>z)
Passing to the top exterior power, as in [W], we get:
0 £ CjCInKDj) + Cj(K) -  CjiV/KeKDj) -CjamOJ + c,(KeriI>z) -  C|(V) -  2 
B u t, modulo some trivial computations, this is equivalent to: 
o(In*I>z) + o(Ker <I>Z ) £ -2  ( 3 . 3 )
(where, for p s V  complex subbundle we define o(p) = rk p  ( |i(V) -  p(p) ), as in 
tV3J).
Moreover, by (3.1), if  we add the uniton p  = Ker <X>Z to (A,<D), and w e get a 
solution (A, <!>), then there are two possible cases:
(i) rk C>z = rk C>2~, and p 1» Im d>z~ ;
(ii) rk <I>Z~ < rk <I>Z, p 1^  Im <DZ~
Suppose we are in the case(i): then we have also o(Ker Oz) = c(Im <1>Z~), because 
the two bundles have the same 1st Chem class and rank . Therefore: 
o(Ker <DZ~) -  o(Ker Oz) = o(Ker <1>Z~) + o(Im <X>Z~) S  -2  i.e. 
a(Ker Oz~) i  -2  + a(Ker d>z) (3 .4 )
Therefore, because of the energy formula in [V31:
E(<D) -  E(<D) -  8ji o(Ker <I>Z)
the repeated choice o f Ker <bz as uniton either decreases the rank of C>z, or it 
eventually makes o(Ker <DZ) to be negative, and therefore the energy of the solution to 
decrease. In one way or another, we must reach a solution with d>=0, in a finite number
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of steps.
□
4. Some rem arks on  the "ex tended  solution".
Let now (A, <I>) be a solution of (*) on V— >S2, and let A*. « A + X <DZ +  X'1 <1>j 
(X eC  ) be the corresponding Uhlenbeck loop of connections with constant central 
curvature. Let Gx be the loop (2.3) G*,: S1 —*ÇC, Gx* (Aq) -  Ax- By
proposition (2.3) we have a finite Fourier expansion:
G x - X  X° T0 XeC* with Ta eÇ. (2.4)
OSaSH
From the unitarity of Gx, for XeS1, we get:
3 L . V  T“+t "  ^O saiH  T“ +kT« ' ’  1 5<U (4 .1 )
In particular, we have :
T0‘  Th -  T „  Tq* -  0 (4.2)
TH* T0 -  T0 Th* -  0 (4.3)
Moreover, we get from (2.4), and (2.3):
+ (4.4)
3aT „ '  -  TaO j -  (4.5)
From the above formulas we can get lot o f  interesting information.
For example, Tjj is a holomorphic map between holomorphic bundles:
TH: (V, aA) ------»(V^Ao) (4.6)
Analogously, T0* is holomorphic as a map:
To*: (V -d^)-♦ (V, dA) (4.7)
Therefore: Ker T0 * 2  Im TH are 9 Aq-holomorphic subbundles o f  V— »S2.
Moreover
Ker <DZ P Im T0* c  Ker TH 2  Im O z
are 5a -  holomorphic, <1>Z- stable subbundles o f V—»S2, and hence possible unitons.
If we call p  (respectively j>+) the subbundle o f  V—»S2 generated by the sum of 
those line bundles L's in the Birkhoff- Grothendieck decomposition of of (V, 5A) with 
a(L ) S 0  (resp. o(L)>0) then we must have, because o f the above equations,
Ker Th 2  p+, and j> 2  Im T0*
In particular, o(Ker Tjj) < 0, and adding the uniton Ker Tjj is energy decreasing.
We remark that, modulo change of notation, Ker TH is the uniton used by Uhlenbeck 
in her factorisation theorem. Therefore U hlenbeck's factorization in fUl is energy 
decreasing.
Other holomorphic invariants may be obtained from considering the expansion (2.4). 
As an example, the flag o f subbundles of V—>S2 :
Lt iT h
Im T jj + Im Tjj. j
(4 .8)
Im Tjj + Im Tjj_ j +  +Im Tg 
is 5^-holomorphic.
For the sake of simplicity, let us suppose we are in the untwisted case: V -  S2xCN, 
Aq -  0. Then (4.8) associates to every extended solution G^, coming from an harmonic 
map frS2— >U(N), a holomorphic map from S2 into a flag manifold.
Another holomorphic map into a flag manifold can be easily constructed using the 
kernel bundles of the T0 *. It's not clear how much this construction is reversible, but it' 
s easy to prove that at least both the two maps are necessary. Moreover, this association
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o f holomorphic maps into flag manifolds to harmonic maps S2—>U(N) looks very 
similar to recent work by J.C.Wood (cf. tW}), and it might be worth to compare the 
two approaches.
5. Some rem arks about m oduli spaces, and a spectral construction.
We have seen that every solution of the system (*) on V—»S2 may be described in 
terms of a discrete family of holomorphic objects (the unitons).
More generally, on curves o f greater genus, we expect the moduli space to be 
something continuous, hopefully a differentiable manifold, once we factor out all uniton 
transformations.
We introduce an equivalence relation on the space of solutions (A,<D) o f the system 
o f  equations (*) on a hermitian vector bundle V—>M2, expressed as loop of 
connections with constant central curvature .
We say the two solutions A^, B^ are equivalent if there exist a loop of gauge 
transformation G^, which are unitary for IXI -  1 , that transform A^ into B^:
3 G^: C* — sucl1 that we have: G^* (A^) -  B^
withGx unitary for 1X 1 « 1 . (5 . 1 )
We remark that (2.3)is a special case of (5.1) , when we take as B^ a constant loop 
(i.e. a solution of (*) with energy 0 ).
The following two conjectures are, at this point, quite natural.
Conjecture 1. Every such G^ is product of unitons, as in (2.5).
Conjecture 2. Let us call X the space o f solutions of the system (*); and let *
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be the equivalence relation (5.1) on X: then the space Y -  X /*  is a (finite 
dimensional) smooth manifold.
Conjecture 1 is not too far away from being proved, using a generalisation of 
Uhlenbeck's argument in [UI (cf. our summary in §  2). It is possible indeed to prove 
that there do exist an elliptic differential operator L, such that the loop Gx in (5.1) lies 
in the kernel of L, for each XeC*. It shouldn't be too difficult then to deduce, as in [U], 
the finiteness of the Fourier expansion in A. -  eil of Gx- The factorisation into unitons 
would be then an immediate corollary.
(We remark that, unfortunately, a kind of argument of algebro-geometric type, using 
energy reduction, like the one in [V1J, [V3], does not seem to work: it is possible 
anyway to prove, using the 1-form 0) (2.7), that the degree of the loop Gx in (5.1) is 
given by the difference of the energies of Ax and Bx: but this does not seem to help 
anyway. We hope nevertheless this is not the case, and we will try further in this 
direction, in the future).
As much as it concerns conjecture 2, it does not look to be easily provable (perhaps 
because, being a conjecture, it may be false). Anyway, we remark the following.
Given a solution o f our system (*), expressed as a loop of connections At, with 
constant central curvature, then, infinitesimally, the tangent space to the space of 
solutions is given by:
T At (x ) - { T , - Q  + c o s tR + s e n t  *R I dA( T, -  0 V t} (5 .2 )
where Q, R, are 1 -forms, with coefficients in the skew-symmetric endomorphisms of 
V—>M2. We define the subspace :
J -  { Tt€ T A( (X )  I Tt -  dA| ut u, loop in the gauge lie algebra Q-j (5 .3 )
Then we have:
T A|(Y )  -  T A |(  X / * )  -  T At(X )  / J (5 .4 )
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LX -  { Kcr (Bx-*il) } c  n *  (V—»M2,) (5 .8)
considered as an element of the Jacobian of M2^.
The interesting thing about this construction is that it is invariant under the gauge 
group action on the space of solutions of (*), and under the equivalence relation *  (5.1). 
Moreover, it is possible to prove the following: if  two solutions A^, and produce 
the same spectral data (5.7) and (5.8), then they are »-equivalent (and therefore the map 
(5.5) is injective). Indeed, applying the results in [H2], we get that A^, and must be 
equivalent under a loop of complex gauge transformations. If we restrict ourselves to the 
case 1X1« 1, then the unitarity of the connections A^, B^, and the constant central 
curvature condition imply (as in the proof of the uniqueness o f the Einstein connection 
for a stable bundle, in [D]) that the connecting gauge transformation may be chosen real.
The space o f "spectral data"(loops of branched coverings +  line bundles) is infinite 
dimensional, while the space Y of solutions of our system is finite dimensional, by 
general properties of elliptic systems. Therefore the problem is to characterise the image 
of the map (5.1):
Y— » Spectral (holomorphic) data
so that an inversion of it, possibly in a explicit way, becomes possible.
For a succeeded operation of this type, we refer the reader to recent work by Hitchin, 
on the algebro-geometric construction of all harmonic maps f:T 2— » SU(2) -  S3.
6  Holom orphic maps from  a Riemann su rface  in to  the loop eroup
P U (N ).
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We want to apply some of the previous constructions to study holomorphic map 
from compact Riemann surfaces into the loop group QU(N). (This generalizes the cast 
when the holomorphic map is given by Uhlenbeck's extended solution Gx).
It turns out that there do exist "uniton transformations"; but that only a class of 
holomorphic maps M2— >QU(N) are product of unitons (even if we are in the best 
case: M2 ■ S2).
Let f:M2— >QU(N) be an holomorphic map. By § 1 this means that:
where p is (as usual) the hermitian projection operator onto a subbundle p  of 
M2 xCn -
Proposition 6 .1 .
( 6 . 1)
( 6.2)
We consider a new map of the form
T- f  (pA+ X p ) (6.3)
(i) The map T« f  (p 1  + X p  ) is holomorphic if and only if
E is holomorphic with respect to the 9-operator 9 + ( -£  Aa )*
a>0
(ii)  degf -  deg f  -  -C,(e ) 
Proof.
The proof is essentially as in [V31. Let A -  T ’ d f ; with Az -  T*'9T -  X  (1-
a>0
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let B » Bz + Bj = Aa  -  ( A0)*
a>0 a>0
ThenT is holomorphic if and only if we have Ac = 0  for a<0. But we have:
A = X  ( U-X“) (pAoP + p M „p-4  + (Xa -Xa+ 1 )(p-LAap) +
o>0 '
+ (X4-X“ -<) pAaP1 ) + (X - l)p i3p +(1 -X-') p3p -
-  X  (( l-X « )(p A 01p +  p M ap 4  +  ( l - X « * < )p iA ap + ( l-X < ‘- l) p A opA) +  
a>0 v
+ (X-i)(X p^AaP+pjep)+(X',-i) (X pAoP^+pap1)
Therefore, we have thatT is holomorphic if and only if
p - ^ B P  -  0.
(ii) We consider B as a connection on the trivial bundle M2xCN . Its curvature is: 
F(B) -  5 Bz + dBi + i  [B, B1
Substituting (6.1) in the condition that the connection A ■ f '1 df must have curvature 
0 , we get:
9BZ + i  [B,B] ■ -  [ Ap , Ay ]
Y<P
5 B , t i [ B , B ] -  -2 r f  [A p * ,A Y ]
Y>P
Adding the two, we get:
F (B ). X lA o '.A , , ]  (6.4)
If p is the hermitian projection onto a subbundle p  S  M2x<CN then we get, if we 
argue like in tV3]:
J *m2 Tr (f (B)p  + dBpAdBp p) -  -2irc Cjip) (6 .5 )
But w e have, as in [V3):
/  j  Tr ( dBpAdBP )p -  i Ip A^ bP12 -  i IP A3 BP I2 
and, because of (6.4):
J"M2 ^  (F(B)P) "  / M2 Tr (5) I An*. Ao 1 P ) -  » X (  IP'AoP I2 -  I pAoP^2)
Therefore we have:
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i 0BpP -  i I SBp P + i  X ( lpAAaP I2 -  I pAaP^) -  -2 in Cj(e) (6.6)
Let's return to the uniton transformation in part (i). We have, if T- f  (pA + X p ) :
2 j ideg (T) -  S a>()«  IAaP -  X «  ^IpAopI2 +1 p 1 Aap-42 ) +
+ X la-11 IpAap-H2 + Xla+llOpMopP + lp-L9BpP)
Using then (6.6) and the holomorphicity condition for j>, we get:
2 n  deg (i) -  X  a  IAaP + 
a>0
+ 1 «  (ipAapP -H pMap-H2 4|p-LAapP+ IpAojj-H2-  |AaP ) +
+ E  ( -  lpA„p-M2 4-lpM opP +  lp ^ 3 Bp P  -  lpA5Bp P )  -  
* 2 n  deg (f) - 2 irc c,(g)
(because the second X is 0).
□
Remark. Similar statements hold for "generalized equations", in the spirit o f [V31;
loops of connections Ax on a hermitian vector bundle V— >M2, of the form:
Az = X  (l-X.a )A0, satisfying the equation:
a>0
*F(Ax) ■ -2 iti |i(V)
We leave to the reader to find the analogue of Prop. 6.1, and of the following.
Suppose we want to use prop. 6.1 in order to describe holomorphic maps
LM2— >i)U(N) as products o f unitons, using energy reduction, as in [VI], [V3]. We
remark that, if f:M2— >QU(N) is an holomorphic map, then its energy is 2 times its
degree (cf. § 1); therefore, if f  has degree 0, then it must be constant. By proposition
6.1, given f:M2— *i2U(N) holomorphic, then there exixts an T- f  (pA + X  p ) which is
holomorphic, with 0£deg(F) < deg f  if  and only if the bundle M2xCN, with the
complex structure induced by 5  +( - X  Aa)*, is not semistable.
a>0
This gives no hope o f having a general factorization theorem, because "most " of the
10 0
3-operators give stable holomorphic structures.
Anyway, if we are in the case M2 -  S2 then the only semistable vector bundles of 
1st Chem class 0 are the trivial ones; therefore, we may prove the following.
Corollary 6.2 Let frS2— >£2U(N) be an holomorphic map. Then the following 
statements are equivalent.
(i)  f  is product of unitons:
f  = f0 CPi1  + ^  P i) (Pk1  + *-Pk) • wit f0 e  £2U(N).
(ii) The expansion f'*3f = X  (l-X a )A„
1SOSH
has a finite number of terms.
Proof.
(i) =>(ii) is trivial.
Conversely, because o f the remarks after proposition 6.1, given 
f:S2— >£1U(N) holomophic, we can add unitons to f, producing new holomorphic 
maps of strictly smaller degree, as long as the 3-operator 3_(£ A ay =  5b is not 
trivial. Suppose we finally reach a map f, with 3B trivial. Then, from the 0-curvature 
condition F(f ’ df) = 0, we get, if A» is the top non zero-term in the Fourier expansion 
o ff 'd f:
(AH) ■ 0
Because o f the triviality o f the holomorphic structure on S2x<DN induced from 5B , 
and of the fact that there do not exist holomorphic 1-forms on the Riemann sphere, this 
implies Ah = 0, which is a  contradiction. Therefore, if 3 b is trivial, and the expansion 
of f'13f is finite, then f  is a constant map, and B = 0.
□
Remarks.
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(Based) holomorphic maps M2—>QU(N) correspond to holomorphic bundles over 
M2x S2 , (with some triviality properties: cf. IA1). It would be interesting then to have 
an interpretation of the flag transform in Proposition 6.1, in terms of these holomorphic 
bundles.
In particular, based holomorphic maps S2— >QG are in 1-1 correspondance with 
the space of G-instantons (G classical Lie group) over IR4 , modulo based gauge 
transformations (cf. [A]). Therefore the question of how many holomorphic maps 
S2— >QU(N) are factorizable into a product of unitons, which has only partially been 
answered in Corollary 6.2, is particularly interesting (cf. also [Hu) for a study of 
holomorphic maps S2— >SU(2) j.
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